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II_fBODUCTION
In accordance with the requirements of Contract NAS9-12100 dated July 15,
1971, North American Rockwell Corporation submits the Phase II Report for
the B-T0 Aircraft Study. This report consists of four volumes of B-T0 cost,
schedule and technical data, a management summary document, and a magnetic
tape of the program cost data constructed to the NASA prescribed format.
Previous studies have provided the NASA with historical data on the Apollo
CSM and the Saturn S-II Programs. Consistency and commonality of data
organization and cost data definitions have been maintained as far as
possible to provide a c_mon base for the correlation and analysis of the
data generated by these three studies.
To derive the maximum benefit from the learning experienced on the previous
studies, the members of the B-70 Team were selected primarily from
the Apollo CSM Study Team. L. J. Taube was the Program Manager, and
J. E. Hauver the Study Leader. Responsible for the collection and analysis
of the technical and schedule data presented in this report were
V. T. Johnson and O. DJuvstad, respectively. Cost data was the responsibility
of J. E. Nauver.
Supporting the data collection and analysis tasks were many individuals from
the NR Los Angeles Division (LAD). This Division was the prime B-70
contractor and supplied all the records and reports utilized to develop the
study data. Key individuals at the Los Angeles Division were: W.A. Spivak,
R. H. Kemp, B. G. Peterson, W. A. Snyder, R. C. Coakley, R. D. Davlson, and
F. W. Beers.
The B-70 Aircraft Study was conducted in two phases. Submittal of the Phase I
Report (SD71-189) c_ September 24, 1971, concluded the initial phase of the
contract. This report contained the results of an in-house investigation
to determine the availability, applicability and extent of B-70 historical
data to support the study objectives. This document became the Phase II
S_dy Plan.
Phase II objective was to provide the B-70 aircraft data in accordance with
the approved Study Plan. Several minor modifications to the original plan
have been made as the result of the Phase II effort. These modifications
have been reviewed and approved by the NASA Technical Monitor. This document
isthe B-70 Aircraft Study Final Report.
i
Technical and schedule data for the Structures Subsystem and program level
cost data was provided the NASA on January 6, 1972. This data was considered
preliminary and should be replaced with the Final Report data.
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The Final Report is organized into four volumes. Volume I contains the
Data Location Matrix, Work Breakdown Structure, cost definitions and the
B-T0 Program level summary data. Volume II provides cost, schedule and
technical data for Work Breakdown Structure level 4 items, i.e., Air
Vehicle, Program Technical Support, Major Airframe Mating, Flight Test, GSE,
Spares, Special Test Equipment, Tooling and Other. Volumes III and IV
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SECTION I DATA LOCATION MATRIX
This section of the Final Report contains the Data Location Matrix which
provides a summary of the major cost, schedule and technical items provided
in the report. The matrix is organized into two parts. Part I contains
the location of the major B-70 program level data items and Part II
contains the location of the major data items contained within the
subsystems. Data can be located beginning on the page and in the volume
indicated. The volume number is designated by an upper case "Roman"
numeral followed by the page number.
Part I B-70 Program Summary Data
Program Abstract - brief narrative overview of the
major program milestones and contractual history.
Program History of Significant Events - Chronologically
organized detail summary of the major program
schedule, technical and contractual milestones.
Master Phasing/Flight Test Schedules - Copies of
all significant master schedules issued during
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SECTION II WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
The development of a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) was a prime
objective of Phase I. The WBS had to be designed to accommodate cost, sche-
dule and technical data related to the B-70 aircraft subsystems and provide a
logical grouping of other program elements not directly related to the sub-
systems. The Work Breakdown Structure developed for this study is contained
in Exhibit i, page 1-19 and 1-20.
To maintain consistency of terminology with the previous Apollo CSM and
Saturn S-If studies and to place the B-TO WBS levels at the corresponding
levels of the NASA WBS framework, the following WBS level designations have
been made:




6 Major Assembly 4
7 Minor Assembly 5
8 Components 6
9 Piece Parts 7
In all cases, where WBS levels are discussed, the NASA level number and
corresponding description will be used.
As an aid to the accummulation and organization of the study data, a
modified decimal coding system has been developed. This coding scheme pro-
rides a digit denotation for each level 4 through 9 item with the levels seg-
regated by a decimal point. For example:
System
Subsystem
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The WBS (Exhibit I, page 1-19 and 1-20) contains the codes assigned to each
level 4j and 5 item. Volumes II, III and IV of the Final Report are
organized to be consistant with the WBS.
The following paragraphs contain the definition of each level 4 WBS
item. Individual sections of Volumes II, III and IV will provide a thorough
definition of the level 5 items and discuss the cost, schedule and technical
data located at each WBS level.
II-I Level 4 Definitions
1.0 Air Vehicle (Volume II, Page II-i )
This WBS level 4 item contains all costs associated with the:
a) engineering and development testing required to develop
vehicle and subsystem design criteria and performance speci-
fications. (WBS 1.O, 1.1 through 1.11).
b) design, manufacture and test of all models, mockups and
simulators. (WBS 1.1 - 1.11)
c) design, develop, manufacture, procure and ground test all
air vehicle #1 and 2 subsystems. (WBS 1.1 through 1.11)
d) partially design, develop, manufacture, procure and ground
test Air Vehicle #3 subsystems exclusive of the Bomb and
Navigation System. (WBS 1.1 - 1.11)
e) fabricate subsystem provisions, systems installation, manu-
facturing and flight test checkout and preflight operations
(WBS 1.12) for Air Vehicles #l and 2.
f) modification and rework as the result of the flight test
program but exclusive of major air vehicle repair due to
accidents. (WBS 1.1 - i.ii)
g) North American Rockwell in-house costs associated with the
technical integration and installation of Government
Furnished Equipment (GFE). See Page I-i6 for a list of GFE
items.
Specifically excluded fram this WBS item are:
a) engineering effort associated with the Weapon Systems (WBS
2.z4).
•b) procurement of Weapon System components (WBS 2.24).
c) program management activities (WBS 2.23).
d) flight test activities after first flight of Air Vehicle #i
and 2 (WBS 4.41).
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e) major airframe mating activities including the tank sealing
and wing joining problems (WBS 3.0).
Cost data is presented within this WBS item by Element of Cost
(EOC) and Subdivision of Work (SDW). Section III of this volume con-
tains the definitions of the EOC's and SDW's.
Schedule and technical data is presented to enable the user to
evaluate, analyze and compare the cost data with other programs and/or





technical description of all level 5 and 6 items
technical drivers influencing subsystem development
technical characteristics
Subsystem state-of-the-art ratings
e) percent subsystem developed compared to a production article
f) development summary
g) schedule design/programmatic impacts
h) subcontractor cost summaries and discussion.
Volume III and IV contain all subsystem cost, schedule and tech-
nical data. The volumes are arranged by subsystem WBS number (level 5).
Individual subsystems should be consulted for detail definitions and
contents.
2.0 Program Technical Support (Volume II, Page II-130 )
This WBS element contains five level 5 items (2.20 through 2.24).
WBS 2.20 Design Support and WBS 2.21 Other R&D Testing are presented as
information only. No study cost data is provided for these items. Costs
associated with 2.0 is the summation of data contained in 2.22, 2.23
and 2.24. A description of all five items in this element is presented
below.
2.20 Design Support (Volume II, Page II-166 )
This WBS item is utilized to display, as information only,
a matrix of the Engineering groups and disciplines desig-
nated on the WBS as "Design Support". This matrix provides
the user with the ability to isolate and remove from 1.0
Air Vehicle and subsystems (WBS i.i through i.ii) those
costs associated with design support.
1-13
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2.21 Other B&D Testing (Volume II, Page 11-168 )
The WBS item is utilized to display, as information only,
a matrix of the Engineering labs and model shop designated
on the WBS as "Other R&D Testing". This matrix provides
the user with the ability to isolate and remove from the
air vehicle (WBS 1.0) and the subsystems (WBS i.i through
i.ii) those costs associated with R&D testing activities.
2.22 Program Management (Volume II, Page 11-174 )
This WBS item is ccmprised of costs required for the fol-
lowing functions :
a) Control of program costs and technical accomplishments.
b) operational, maintenance and functional configuration
analy sis.
c) support personnel to associate contractors and subcon-
tractors engineering representatives.
d) final preparation of reports and data for presentation
to the customer.
Engineering groups supporting this WBS item are: Data
Control; Operation Planning; R&D Project Administration;
Proposal and Procurement Control; Design Illustrations;
Mechanical & Propulsion Administration; Operations Admin-
istration; Engineering Administration; R&D Programming;
Advanced Projects and B-70 Project Group.
2.23 Logistics Support (Volume II, Page II-184 )





labor required to perform packaging studies
design and development of the maintenance concept,
support operation analysis, and maintenance program
necessary to sustain the end product
development of product performance reporting system.
analysis of product performance data collected from
test operations
e) analysis, determination and delineation of individual
tasks, expressed in terms of methods, equipment,
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f) field service
2.24 Weapon System (Volume II, Page II-193 )
This WBS item includes the engineering analysis, design,
development, development testing, production and procure-
ment of any components, assemblies or subsystems related to
the weapon system as defined in the original Weapon System
llOA program requirements. The weapon system was deleted
as a vehicle subsystem when the program was redirected to
a single prototype aircraft program in late 1959. The
weapon system was reinstated on Ship #3 but was subsequently
cancelled when Ship #3 was eliminated in early 1964.
3.0 Major Airframe Mating (Volume II, Page 11-237 )
Cost associated with this WBS item contain the manufacturing and
flight test support personnel involved in joining the major airframe
section of Vehicles #l and 2. Problems associated with this effort,
primarily on Ship #1, include sealing of the fuel tanks and joining of
the wings. Costs related to these problems are contained in this item.
System installation, checkout and preflight activities occurred durin_
this period and are excluded from this item (See WBS 1.12). Consult Volume
II, Page II-237 for a detail discussion of the major airframe mating
activities.
4.0 Flight Test Progra m (Volume II, Page II-25l )
This WBS item contains all flight operations costs for Vehicles
#i and 2 after the initial flight. Engineering, logistic, quality con-
trol and manufacturing support personnel are included in this WBS
block. Costs of final operations and preflight activities (WBS 4.40)
are not included as they cannot be segregated from the installation and
checkout costs. Final operations and preflight costs are displayed in
WBS 1.12. Included in this item are flight operations, air vehicle
maintenance, instrumentation effort after first flight, post flight
evaluation and major air vehicle repair as the result of malfunction or
accidents.
5.0 Ground Support Equipment (Volume II, Page 11-487 )
This WBS item contains the effort associated with the design,
development, production and/or procurement and maintenance of manu-
facturing and flight test Ground Support Equipment.
6.0 Spares (Volume II, Page 11-581 )
This WBS item includes the cost required to fabricate and/or pro-
cure spare parts. It also includes the preparation and maintenance
of data necessary for the acquisition, control, storage, release from
storage and repair of materials, parts and equipment designated by con-
1-15
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tract as spares. Specifically excluded are those articles fabrication
for Ship #3 but utilized as spare parts when ship #3 was cancelled.
ZO - Special Test Equipment (Volume II, Page 11-603 )
Included in this WBS item are the tasks required to design, fab-
ricate and/or procure special test equipment utilized by Engineering,
Manufacturing, Quality Control and Plant Engineering.
8.0- Toolin_ (Volume II, Page 11-611 )
This item contains those costs required to design, fabricate and/
or procure in-house dimensional tooling, supplemental tooling and
handling equipment. It excludes tools provided by a subcontractor
during the performance of the subcontract but includes in-house tooling
provided, in some cases, to a supplier.
9.0 - Other (Volume II, Page 11-675 )
This item includes all other activities and tasks not associated
with any other element of the WBS. It includes such tasks as prepro-
duction and manufacturing, training program, publications, reliability,
producibility and termination costs. Volume II, Page II-675 provides
a detail description of those items assigned to this WBS element.
11-2 Government Furnished Equipment
Listed below are those items identified as Government Furnished
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SECTION III COST DATA ORGANIZATION AND DEFINITION
III-i General
The primary objective of the cost data contained in this document is to provide
the user with a time-phased history of the North American Rockwell recorded
costs for each item of the Work Breakdown Structure where cost data can be
obtained. Complete cost data has been presented for each level 5 subsystem,
and for each level 6 major assembly within the Airframe Structure (WBS 1.1).
Recorded cost data has been generated primarily from the Los Angeles Division
514 Cost Accumulation Statements. Financial ledger records, manufacturing
and engineering departmental records, and subcontractorcost reports have
been utilized to provide greater visibility in restructuring the cost data
into the approved study formats. Methods and procedures for this restructur-
ing were presented in the Phase I Report (SD71-189 dated September 24, 1971).
Minor variations to these procedures have occurred during the conduct of
Phase II activities. These variations have been reviewed and approved by the
NASA Technical Monitor.
The cost data has been time-phased to enable the analysis and correlation of
this data to the schedule milestone and technical data contained in the report.
Time-phasing has been on slx-month centers with March and September selected
as the cut-off months. September is the end of the MR fiscal year and March
represents the fiscal year mid-point. All tlme-phased cost data is presented
in rate (decum) form. Costs reported at September are the cumulative costs
from April through September. Costs reported at March are the cumulative
costs from October through March.
March of 1958 is the initial time period of the study. Data recorded at this
month reflects NR expenditures from contract award (December 1957) to the
end of March. Time-phased cost detail continues until September of 1966, which
encompasses the point at which the program objective of sustained Mach 3 flight
was achieved. Preliminary study and design effort prior to the contract award
in December 1957 and the Air Force and NASA flight research programs beginning
in late 1966 are excluded from the time-phased cost detail. The Program
Abstract beginning on page 1-29 of this volume should be consulted for details
of the pre-award and post evaluation time periods.
The cost data has been structured and reported to be consistent with NASA
document MFOO2M, the Apollo CSM and Saturn S-II Studies. Data assigned to
each WBS item is catalogued by Subdivision of Work (SDW). Within each SDW
all costs are reported by Elements of Cost (EOC). The Subdivisions of Work
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Te st/QC
Other


























General and Administrative Expense
IDWA
111-2 Subdivision of Work
The Subdivisions of Work are designed to present the cost data at a level
which would identify its functional relationship. The assessment and identifi-
cation of costs to a particular Subdivision of Work were based on the accounting
definition of the Elements of Cost in relation to the contractual Statements of
Work. The definitions of the Subdivisions of Work are:
1-22
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,Design/Engineering
Costs classified in this SDW represent the effort associated with the
study, analysis, design, development, evaluation and redesign of
specific elements of the WBS. This includes the preparation of
specifications, drawings, parts lists, wiring diagrams, technical
coordination between engineering and manufacturing, vendor coordination
data reduction, report preparation, determination of specification and
requirements for reliability, maintainability and quality control.
Production
Included in this SDW are the costs for fabrication, processing and sub-
assembly, final assembly, line inspection, planning, rework, modification,
experimental production and installation of parts and equipment of all
hardware items produced under this contract whether deliverable or not.
Specifically excluded is the production of the test hardware and the
models and mockups utilized in the development program. Cost associated
with these items is included in the Test/QC SDW. Included in the
Production SDW are those costs associated with the designation and
implementation of the necessary controls to ensure that a manufacturing
process meets prescribed standards, and the establishment of acceptable
quality level and statistical methods for determining performance of
manufacturing processes.
Toolin_ and STE
This SDW contains cost associated with the planning, design, fabrication,
assembly, inspection, installation, modification, maintenance and rework
of all tools, dies, jigs, fixtures, guages, handling equipment, work
platforms and manufacturing special test equipment. Included are costs
for determining tool requirements, tool engineering, maintaining tool
records, scheduling and controlling all tool orders, programming and
preparation of tapes for numerically controlled machine parts,
preparation of templates and patterns and start-up and closeout costs
incurred in the production operations.
Test/QC
The costs displayed in this SDW are associated with the performance of
(i) tests on all components, assemblies, subsystems and systems to
_etermine operational characteristics and compatibility with the overall
system and its intended operational/nonoperational environments (such
tests include design feasibility, design verification, reliability,
etc.), (2) tests on parts, systems and integrated systems to verify they
are unconditionally operationally suitable for their intended use
(these tests are conducted on hardware or final designs that have been
produced, inspected and assembled by established methods); (3) tests
performed by two or more contractors to substantiate the feasibility,
development, qualification, or acceptance of interface and/or interface
system compatibility; (4) test planning and scheduling, data reduction
and report preparation; (5) fabricating all models, mockups, breadboards,
1-23
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sinmlators, etc., utilized by Engineering in the development program.
The Shop Support Element of Cost within this S_ contains all of this
production effort.
Other
This SDW contains only those costs identified as subcontractor termina-
tion costs. All data in this SDW can be located in WBS 9.98.
111-3 Elements of Cost
The Elements of Cost contained in this study to further define the cost data are
those used in a typical accounting system and consist of direct and indirect
charges. The direct costs are those that can be readily and practically
identified to a particular project or task. The indirect costs are those
that cannot be readily identified to a contract and are therefore pooled
and applied as a rate to the direct hours and/or dollars. These costs
consist of indirect labor (Financial, Purchasing, Security, Contracts and
Pricing) occupancy costs, depreciation and similar costs that are not
directly associable to a contract. The definition of all Elements of Cost
utilized in this study are as follows:
Desi6-n/Engineerin _ Direct Labor Hours and Dollars
The costs displayed in this EOC are the direct hours and dollars
classified by the Division accounting structure as constituting
the base over which the Engineering burden pool is distributed.
Examples of types of effort classified in this EOC are: Design
Engineering, Reliability, PERT, Logistics Engineering, Facilities
Engineering, Quality Assurance Engineering, Laboratory and Test
Technicians, Drafting, GSE Design, Project Management and Associate
Contract Administration. Overtime premiums and shift premiums are
included.
Engineerin6 Burden Hours and Dollars
This EOC includes all engineering overhead costs which cannot be
readily identified with individual projects, systems or tasks. It is
applied to all direct labor hours generated in the Design/Engineering.
Examples of types of costs included in this burden pool are: Fringe
benefits, such as employee vacations, sick leave, holiday pay,
conventions, seminars, retirement, and savings plans; secretarial
personnel, support personnel, supplies, depreciation, rentals, taxes,
insurance and occupancy costs.
Production Direct Labor Hours and Dollars
This EOC contains the cost for those types of effort required to
fabricate and assemble all hardware (except developmental items)
associated with the B-70 Program including Ground Support Equipment
and Spares. Types of effort include: preproduction, fabrication and
assembly, rework and replacement, and packing and crating. Overtime
premiums and shift premiums are included.
1-24
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Shop Support Direct Labor Hours and Dollars
Costs in this EOC reflect the same types of effort described in the
Production EOC. Effort accumulated against this EOC is in support
of Engineering for the production of models, mockups, simulators,
and experimental hardware of all types. Overtime premiums and shift
premiums are included.
Plannin_ Direct Labor Hours and Dollars
Included in this EOC are all direct hours and dollars associates with
the Planning effort in support of Production, Shop Support, Tooling,
and STE. Overtime premiums and shift premiums are included.
Toolin_ and STE Direct Labor Hours and Dollars
Costs identified to this EOC inclnde the direct hours and dollars
associated with the design, fabrication and assembly of contract
supplemental tooling, special test equipment, dimensional tooling
and handling equipment.
Test/QC Direct Labor Hours and Dollars
The costs displayed in this EOC are classified as the test and quality
control effort necessary to support the inspection of manufactured
equipment and tooling, perform systems and component quality veri-
fication tests, procurement quality control, QC lab, and support to com-
bined systems and vehicle checkout. Test and quality control costs
displayed as an EOC under the Design/Engineering, Tooling and STE,
and Production SDW's are associated with the inspection function. The
balance of the costs are shown under the Test/Qc SDW. Overtime
premiums and shift premiums are included.
Manufacturing Burden
This EOC included all manufacturing overhead costs which cannot be
readily identified with individual projects, systems, or tasks. The
burden is distributed over all direct labor hours generated by the
Production, Shop Support, Planning, Tooling and STE, and Test/QC
Elements of Cost. Examples of the types of costs included in this
burden pool are: fringe benefits such as employee vacations, sick
leave, holiday pay, conventinns, seminars, retirement, and savings plans;
secretarial personnel, supplies, depreciation, rentals, taxes,
insurance and occupancy costs.
En_ineerin_ Material
Included in this EOC is the cost for raw materials and purchased parts
that are required to support the research and development effort.
1-25
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Manufacturing Material
This EOC includes the cost of raw materials and purchased parts, other
than subcontracted items, that are required to support the production
effort of this contract.
Tooling _nd STE Mater_l
The cost of raw materials, purchased tooling and purchased parts, other
than subcontracted items, that are required to support the tooling and
special test equipment effort are included in this element of cost.
Subcontracting
The costs associated with the major and minor subcontractor effort and
various small miscellaneous subcontractor effort are included in this
Element of Cost. Identification of the supplier's engineering, production,
tooling and testing effort is provided by the Subdivision of Work. All
supplier costs are associated to these SDW's utilizing the same definitions,
as far as possible, as the in-house costs. See the previous section for
SDW definitions.
Materi_l Procurement Costs
This EOC includes all in-house material overhead costs for procurement,
receiving inspection, warehousing and in-plant handling of material and
subcontract purchases. These costs are distributed over all direct
material and subcontract purchased dollars.
Other Costs
This EOC includes the costs accumulated for travel expense, subsistence,
and air fares of all direct classified personnel on this program; the cost
of automatic computation support (Data Processing), supplier's claims, and
payroll expense applicable to offsite effort.
General and Administrative Expense
The costs displayed under this EOC include the general and administrative
expenses which are incurred in the direction of the contract as a whole
as contrasted with the burden expenses of engineering, manufacturing and
material. This burden is applied as a percent of the total work-in-process
dollars (direct and indirect costs) generated by the contract. Included
in the G&A pool are such items as: wages and salaries of personnel in those
departments whose effort is in support of all in-house contracts, supplies
and expenses, indirect employee benefits, proposal expense, welfare and
recreation expense, depreciation, taxes, insurance, cafeteria and vending
operations, executive offices allocations including allowable research
costs, telephone and telegraph, and equipment rentals.
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IDWA (Interdivisional Work Authorizations)
IDWA's are issued to the supporting divisions of North American Rockwell
to capitalize on their many and varied talents and skills. This EOC
has been established to collect the recorded costs of the tasks transferred
to these other divisions. The costs are segregated into engineering,
production, tooling and testing and are assigned to the WBS item they
support.
111-4 Non-Recurring/Recurring
All cost data contained in this report are classified as non-recurring costs.
The B-70 program did not reach production status as only two complete aircraft
were constructed. These two aircraft were utilized as major test hardware.
By Air Force direction the vehicles were classified as research vehicles to
demonstrate design, fabrication and technical feasibility of long range Mach 3
flights at high altitudes. As the result of this Air Force direction both
vehicles were utilized as mauufacturing training aids, with Air Vehicle No. 1
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SECTION IV PROGRAM SUMMARY DATA
IV-I Program Abstract
The Air Force established a requirement for a Mach 3 advanced strategic
bomber in early 1952. This bomber was to replace the aging B-52. The
program was designated WSIIO-A. The Air Force, NASA and several Air Frame
contractors had performed conceptual studies of this weapon system for
several years prior to the publication of the requirements.
In July, 1955, the Air Force requested competitive bids for Weapon
System IIO-A. Study contracts were awarded in November, 1955 to North
American Aviation and Boeing Aircraft Companies for the preliminary design
effort of the Weapon System. Government funded value of these contracts
were approximately $10million each. At the same time IBM was awarded
a similar contract for preliminary design of the Bombing/Navigation System.
The Air Force selected North American Aviation as Weapon System
Manager in January 1958 and work began on Phase I of the Weapon System
development. This effort included development engineering and testing, per-
formance specification development, selection of major subcontractors and
a mockup inspection in March 1959. The initial program called for first
flight by July 1962, and the first operational wing (_5 A/V) by December
1965. In January 1958, the Air Force accelerated the program with first
flight by January 1962 and first operational wing (65 A/V) by September
196_. In October 1958, the Air Force revised this schedule with a stretch
out after first flight and the first operational wing (62 A/V) by
September 1965. In October 1959, the Air Force again went to an austere
program though deletion of high cost simulators, design simplifications,
soft tooling, and discontinuance of intensive honeycomb brazing and welding
development effort. Under this program, the first operational wing was
scheduled for December 1965, with first flight still planned for January
1962.
By December 1959, basic solutions to major technical problems had
been resolved and engineering drawings were being prepared. Development
was well advanced and considerable development hardware was in existance.
In December 1959, the B-70 program was redirected from a 62 aircraft program
with full qualification to a single air vehicle (XB-70) and minimum effort
airworthiness test program. The IBM B_ System effort was transferred
to an Air Force contract and continued at a reduced rate. The defensive
subsystems and the Mission and Traffic Control subsystem contracts were
terminated and subcontracted airframe work at Boeing, Lockheed and Chance-
Vought was withdrawn.
On September 19, 1960, North American Aviation was advised to proceed
with the Design, Development, Fabrication and Test of one XB-70 prototype
and IIYB-70 aircraft. This would include development of all major systems
needed for an operational Mash 3bomber.
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Six months later the program was redirected again to a prototype
development program consisting of three aircraft. The major objectives of
this program were to design, fabricate, and demonstrate the technical feasi-
bility of a high altitude, long range, Mach 3 type vehicle and to demonstrate
the operation of an integrated prototype bombing navigation system on the 3rd
air vehicle. Air Vehicle Number 3 was cancelled in March of 1964 and with
it went the objective to demonstrate the operation of an integrated bombing
navigation system.
The first air vehicle was rolled out on May ii, 196h. First flight
occurred on September 21, and by October 24 four flights totaling 5 hours
and 2 minutes had been accomplished and Mach 1.42 had been reached. The
second XB-70 was rolled out on May 29, 1965 and flew on July 17 reaching
Mach 1.h and 40,000 feet. Air Vehicle number 2 completed the demonstration
of the program objectives on May 19, 1966 when it flew in excess of Mach 3
for 33 minutes.
The flight test phase to demonstrate the program objectives ended in
late July 1966. At this point NAA entered into two contracts with the Air
Force and NASA to use Air Vehicle Number i as a test bed. Under these
contracts NAA maintained the aircraft and provided modifications as required
for the conduct of these test programs. These tests Mere concluded in
February of 1969 when the remaining air vehicle was flown to Dayton, Ohlo
and placed in the museum at Wright Patterson Air Force Base.
B-70 Contract Summar_
North American Aviation conducted preliminary design studies on a SAC
bomber under Air Force Contract AF33(616)-2367. Recorded costs against this
contract were $246,550 when the contract was completed in February 1956.
Two additional Pre-Phase I contracts were awarded North American. AF33(600)-
31801 covered the period from March of 1956 through June of 1957. Total
expenditures charged against this contract were $7,465,066. July 1957,
through Weapon System llO-A contract award in December 1957 was covered under
Air Force contract AF(33)600-36118. $1,757,389 were recorded against this
contract. Prior to the Weapon System llO-A contract award the Air Force had
awarded North American $9,469,005 in study contracts.
The Phase I contract designsting NAA as Weapon System Contractor was
signed in January 1958 and formalized the first portion of the development
period. This contract, AF33(600)-36599 was to provide design engineering
mockups and the development of performance specifications. Concurrently
General Electric was selected as an associate contractor for the propulsion
system. IBM, which had been developing a bomb-navigation system under a
• separate prime Air Force contract, became a subcontractor to North American.
The contract was definitized in August to cover the period from January 1958
through February 1959 at an estimated cost and fee of $74,675,149. This
period was subsequently extended to include time-lags in some minor areas
of development. Cumulative recorded costs, exclusive of fee, were $63,653,6o8.
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Phase II of the program encompassed major subsystem development and
the fabrication and flight test of a complete weapon system prototype.
Contract AF33(600)-38669 was established for this phase with an initial
negotiated value of $120, _98, 828. This included cost and fee to cover
subsystem development from March through December of 1959 and the
airframe development from March through July of 195% The definitive con-
tract was signed in April 1959.
The second part of Phase II was initiated in July 1959 under a letter
contract designated as Supplemental Agreement #2 to Contract AF33(600)-38669.
This letter contract provided for continuation of the development activities
covered by the definitive contract. The total program;was redirected on
December 2, 1959 to the fabrication and flight testing of a single XB-70
prototype. This redirection occurred prior to the definitization of
Supplemental Agreement #2.
The program, as redirected, was definitized as Supplemental Agreement
#2 in May of 1960 for a total estimated cost and fixed fee of $180,193,324
covering the development and fabrication effort of a single XB_70 prototype
through June of 1961. Total negotiated price of parts 1 and 2 under
AF33(600)-38669 was $300,69_,152 exclusive of changes. Total recorded costs
against this contract were $310,908,713 which excludes fee°
As the result of congressional studies during mid_1960, a letter
contract for the YB-70 weapon system development program was signed in
September, 1960. This contract was designated as AF33(600)-42058, and
amounted to a reinstatement of a full weapon system development program° The
contract was to provide for the fabrication of Ii YB-70 systems in addition
to the current requirement of i XB_70. However, before this contract could
be definitized, it was redirected on March 31, 1961 to a three ship XB=70
prototype air vehicle program.
AF33(600)_42058 was deflnitized on December ]9, 1961 at a total
estimated cost and fee of $&_9,350_125o This price included the funds
expended for the YB-70 development under the letter contract and the pro_
duction and delivery of three X_-70 configured aircraft_ By May of 1963,
the total estimated cost for the delivery of the three aircraft had grown to
$60h.2M, exclusive of spares and grotund support eqt_ipment
AF33(600)_42058 was reduced to a two prototyp_ XB-70 program with th_
termination of Air Vehicle #3 in March, 1964._ The contract value wan
reduced approximately 43 million dollars ag a regult of tb:,_ _ance]!a_.ion
Recorded co_t_ cumulated against this contract amounted t_ $612_i_521_!01_
(exclusive of fee) including ground support equipment and spar_-_,
_The flight test portion of the XB_70 development program _a_ pL_._._red
under a cost plus incentive fee contract negotiated in mid l_h. _q_n_
contract, Am33(657)_12395, had a target cost of $36_839,88B, target
fee of $?,758,561 with a 85/15 cost sharing arrangement_ The performanc_
aspects of t_e flight test program called for the demonstration of e,_.tained
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Mach 3 flight capability for 30 minutes and 180 flight hours over 22.5
aircraft operational months. (Refer to ¥olume II page 11-251 for details of
this program). Total recorded costs charged to this contract amounted to
$36,078,605, exclusive of fee. (Total flight test costs reported in this
study are $39,253,050 which includes support effort not associated directly
with the flight test contrast).
The B-70 aircraft study includes all costs generated under the Phase I
and Phase II Air Force contracts and the basic flight test contract, AF33(657)-
12395. Several additional research contracts were awarded to North American
after completion of the basic flight test contract.in June 196_. AF33(657)-
15871 was initiated in mid-1966 with the first flight under the contract on
November 3, 1966. A technical discussion of this program is included
in Volume II page 11-5. Total recorded costs were $12,376,012. A second
program, NASa-If75, sponsored by the NASA for investigation into the control
of structural dynamics was begun in early 1967. A technical description
of this progx_m is provided in Volume II page 11-5. Total North American
expenditures recorded against this contract were $13,115,765.
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IV-2 Program of Significant Events 1954
October Headquarters, United States Air Force, published a General
Operational Requirement for an Intercontinental Bombardment
Weapon System Piloted Bomber. This bomber was to be partially
chemical fueled, was to replace the B-52, and was to be active
in the Strategic Air Command inventory in the general time
period of 1965 to 1975. The Air Force, NACA, and selected air-
frame contractors had studied this weapon system for at least
two years before publication of the formal requirement. A
subsequent study requirement, issued by AKDC, identified the
project as "Weapon System IIOA" and established 1963 as the




The IIOA Weapon System Project Office (WSPO) was formed as part
of the Bombardment Aircraft Division, Directorate of System
Management, Detachment No. i, Headquarters ARDC at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base. The WSPO presented a series of
briefings to Headquarters AMC, Headquarters SAC, Headquarters
ARDC, USAF Air Staff, USAF Air Council, and the Department of
Defense outlining _ts proposed program for the WS IIOA develop-
ment and delivery.
Subsequent to the Deputy Chief of Staff direction of 21 June
to proceed with the Weapon System ll0A development, a Joint
ARDC/AMC Source Selection Board proposed a list of six eligible
contractors for program development. Of these six contractors,
only North American Aviation and the Boeing Airplane Company





At this time a preliminary design proposal was submitted in
support of a scheduled mock-up review in November 1957, first
flight in March 1960 and equipage of the f_rst SAC wing by
December 1963.
As a result of various Air Force reviews, which took place in
July and September, HeadQuarters USAF directed that Phase I
development of Weapon System llOA be discontinued and that
North American and Boeing be permitted to continue their studies
only on a reduced research and development basis. This decision
was based on the fact that the proposals included factors such
as air vehicle gross weight of 750,000 pounds and would require
tremendous floating wing panels. Further technical direction
was provided to both contractors for further study.
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Both contractors submitted study reports outlining their findings
based on the revised technical direction and presented briefings
to Headquarters ARDC, AMC, SAC and USAF. On August 30, 1957
Headquarters USAF directed the initiation of a 45-day competitive
design period to be culminated with onsite inspections of the
contractors' facilities by a source selection board evaluation
group. The onsite reviews occurred at North American & Boeing
in October and November respectively.
The review team captains from ARDC, AMC and SAC reported their
findings to the respective commanders at Wright Patterson Air
Force Base who in turn submitted separate sealed recommendations
to the Secretary of the Air Council.
On the 23rd, Headquarters USAF announced that North American had
been selected as Weapon System llOA contractor and had been
awarded a phase I contract. Concurrently, ARDC and AMC were
directed to determine the degree to which the program could be
accelerated in an effort to equip the first SAC wing at the
earliest possible date.
1958
May Pending resolution of air vehicle configuration considerations
with the Air Force, all effort on the full scale mockup was
stopped. Alternate plans for static and fatigue testing based






On 3 July, the Strategic Air Command selected the name Valkyrie
for the B-70 after holding a contest in which more than 20,000
entries were submitted by pilots and airmen throughout the
world.
Contract AF33(600)-36599 for D.E.I. and mockup was definitized for
a total price of $74,675,149, and covered the period from
January 1958 - February 1959.
General Electric conducted the initial run on a J-93 series
engine.
Air Force Directive, wire 15780LA, dated 10-17-58 added one
additional air vehicle to the program for fatigue testing.
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Deeelber The second _hase of the program, system and subsystem develop-
merit, be_anwiththe issuance of Letter Contract AF33(600)-38669
which was subsequently definitized in April 1959 with a total





The full scale air vehicle mockup was completed on 9 February
1959 as scheduled.
On ii March 1959, the B-70 Weapon System Development Engineering
Inspection (DEI) was completed at the Los Angeles Plant. The
basic objectives of the DEI were to allow Air Force representa-
tives the following:
le The opportunity to review in detail the Weapon System
contractors interpretation of and compliance with
technical requirements called for in the contract
performance specifications.
e The opportunity to evaluate the plans and physical
mockup articles to determine accomplishment of the
objectives with respect to design performance.
, The opportunity to review all aspects of maintenance
and inspection functions, safety, ease of operation,
and producibility.
During the DEI, 761 Requests for Alteration were written, of
which 381 were considered category i to be accomplished as a
part of the current contractual requirements.
The B-70 Weapon System mockup review was completed on 4 April.
The mockup review differed from the DEI in that it presented
the operational characteristics/sultability of the configuration
and the general arrangement of the operational article presented,
rather than detailed system analysis and theory. Thirty-five of
a total 50 RFA's written were issued as category i changes.
.June Initial acceptance of the -70 configuration was received from
the Air Force on 8 June. The major changes imposed by this
configuration were: (1) the forward fuselage was shortened by
approximately 30 inches, (2) the upper intermediate fuselage
tank section was refaired to hold approximately 16,000 additional
pounds of fuel, and (3) the engines were moved forward and the
aft fuselage shortened by approximately five inches.
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October
December
Major cost reduction exercises were being conducted in consider-
ation of Fiscal 1960-1961 budgets, As part of this study it was
planned that the spare engine requirements would be reduced,
eliminate the fatigue article, reduce test air vehicles from
12 to i0, and make the static article a flight vehicle to be
tested at Wright Patterson rather than Palmdale.
Air Force wire LMSA 033, dated 2 December 1£59, redirected the
Weapon System llOA (B-70) to a single vehicle prototype develop-
ment program with objectives of demonstrating the technical
feasibility of a B-70 type aircraft design, demonstrate functional
operation of a prototype bombing-navigation system, and preser-
vation of option for developing a B-70 weapon system. A minimum
effort airworthiness test program was directed, the IBM bombing-
navigation system effort was transferred to an Air Force contract
and continued at a reduced rate, defensive subsystems and Mission/
Traffic Control subsystem contracts were terminated and sub-
contracted airframe work at Boeing, Lockheed and Chance-Vought
was withdrawn. Total personnel utilization was reduced from






Air Force approval was received on commencing "pre-award nego-
tions" with subcontractors for; two wing panels and three wing
tip wedges to Aeronca, wing leading edge-elevons-seven upper
fuselage bulkheads tc Rohr, and a section of the upper fuselage
to AVCO.
On the ist of May, fabrication of the first details in support
of Air Vehicle No. 1 went in-work.
The second DEI on the B-70 program was completed on July 22nd
in support of the following objectives:
i. Review current status and establish changes necessary
to achieve better balance in scheduled expenditures.
2. Devise a plan of action for a weapon system within the
Fiscal 1961 funding limitations.
The information and data generated in support of and during this
DEI proved beneficial in technical and financial planning for
the ll air vehicle YB-70 program subsequently announced.
Initial Air Vehicle No. 1 subassembly began on 5 August.
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General Orders were issued on 21 September, redirecting the
XB-70 to Plan W-2TR authorizing the manufacture and flight
testing of ii YB-70's in addition to the 1 XB-70.
A major program milestone was completed by releasing the last
of ii, 202 basic engineering drawings required to build the
first prototype XB-70. These drawings represented a total of
more than six million engineering manhours, including almost




Eleven teams of representatives from five major operating
functions of NAA Los Angeles Division visited B-70 subcontractors
as a part of a concentrated cost reduction program. Cost reviews
were conducted at 19 subcontractor plants resulting in the elim-
ination or postponement of some tooling, facility items, aero-
space ground equipment and spares not immediately needed,
simplified design and manufacturing methods and reduced
supplier estimates.
From the President's Budget Message:
"The acquired missile capability programmed by this message
also makes unnecessary and economically unjustifiable the
development of the B-70 Mach 3 manned bomber as a full weapon
system at this time. The B-70 would not become available in
operatiomal numbers until well beyond 1965. By that time we
expect to have a large number of intercontinental ballistic
missiles, fully tested and in place, as well as a substantial
manned bomber force mostly equipped with air to ground missiles.
In view of the extremely high cost of the B-T0 system, its lesser
survivability as a ground base system and its @reatervulner-
ability in the air compared to missiles, its capabilities as
a second strike system do not appear to have sufficient advan-
tages over a much less expensive missile, or even a B-52 or
successor bomber equipped with Skybolt, to Justify a request
in FY 1962 for $358 M.
We recognize, however, that there are still uncertainties with
respect to the operational characteristics of our planned
missile force. We also recognize that there are certain
advantages inherent in a controlled force of manned bombers.
To preserve the option of developing this manned bomber weapon
system, if we should later determine such a system is required,
I recommend that the B-T0 program be carried forward essentially
to explore the problem of flying at three times the speed of
sound with an airframe potentially useful as a bomber, with the
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From the President's Budget Message - Continued:
development of a small number of prototype aircraft and related
bomb-navigation systems. We should also explore the possibility
of developing a manned bomber system specifically designed to
operate in an environment in which both sides have large ICBM
forces.
Even on this more limited basis, the B-70 project will cost
1.3 billion before it is completed in 1967. Approximately
$800 million has already been provided, $220 million is now
requested for 1962 -- $138 million less than the amount included
in the January budget -- and the balance will be required in
subsequent years. The total development program which I am
recommending will cost $1.4 billion less than that previously
planned."
The above resulted in Air Force direction to reduce the B-70
program to a prototype development consisting of three aircraft.
Manpower was once more reduced and a new austere look was taken
to keep costs as low as possible. Five major subcontractors
were terminated and 21 others were instructed to stop that
portion of their work that would no longer be required, or were
otherwise redirected. In addition to the major subcontractors,
168 minor subcontractors were terminated and 30 others were
partially terminated. Intensive internal programs were initiated
to achieve the established technological goals at minimal cost.
This was evidenced by a substantial reduction in systems testing
requirements, Judicious design changes and reduced tooling
requirements.
A design change was made to eliminate the auxiliary door air
inlet system. The function of this system was to furnish an
additional supply of air to the engines in order to increase
the air vehicle performance in all types of weather conditions,
to allow heavier payloads, and allow takeoff from shorter run-
ways. This requirement was not considered mandatory for a
development vehicle and effected a significant cost saving.
The North American Los Angeles Division organizational structure,
which was based on a functional concept, came under scrutiny
of the AFand DOD because of the success of project oriented
organization in the missile program where quick reaction and
technical achievement were the major objectives. At the
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December A special investigation team was formed to research and develop
a new fuel tank sealing process to eliminate leakage problems
that were being experienced. Viton polymer base sealant was








The first major fuselage assembly (aft fuselage section) was
completed and delivered to Palmdale on 18 March in support of
major section mating.
The first Air Vehicle No. 1 YJ-93 engine was delivered at
Palmdale by the Air Force on 6 April.
In order to stay within Fiscal Year '62 funding limitations,
Air Vehicle No. 2 major assembly in-work dates were set over
from six to ten weeks.
A management decision was made on 19 June to cancel requirements
for the subcontracted Air Induction Control System Controllers.
This action necessitated removal of some A/V installed components
and release of an alternate design in support of a manual system.
Lateral instability was discovered during operation of the flight
control simulator. Subsequent study led to the decision to add
5° dihedral to the Air Vehicle 2 and 3 wings and to add a




The C-121 flight test bed program for the prototype bombing-
navigation system was completed 3 January. The unit delivery
for Air Vehicle No. 3 was scheduled for March 1964. (See
subsequent entry regarding cancellation of thim A/V.) The
objectives of this program were the functional demonstration of
equipment and integrated systems operation, measurements of
navigation and bombing mode accuracies, and the identification
of fixes required for a successful XB-70 operation. During this
flight program, 45 equipment flights were made totaling 185
flight hours.
The decision was made to not install the air induction control
system (AICS) in Air Vehicle No. 1 for first flight as this
system was not required at flight speeds below Mach 1.4. The
control valves were locked and hydraulic systems were ported to
hold the movable portions of the inlet in proper fixed positions.
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As a resultant from the initial integrated propulsion tests at
the Santa Susans Test Facility, a design change was issued to
replace all of the hardline auxiliary drive system bays hydraulic
mountings to cushion supports. This action eliminated leakage
problems associated with vibrations being experienced.
Subsequent to a very comprehensive program situation analysis
conducted with Brig. Gen. F.J. Ascani, B-70 SPO, a series of
meetings were held over a two day period with a Defemse Advisory
Group. Detailed discussions and committee meetings were con-
ducted in reviewing the status of the program, projected funding
and proposed plans.
NAA received a Contract Change from Wright Patterson AFB
(Systems Engineering Group) to install the SST instrumentation






On 5 March, Secretary of Defense McNamara announced that the
XB-70 program was reduced by the Government from three aircraft
to two. Stop work orders were issued on all Air Vehicle No. 3
effort. At this point in time, only 98 honeycomb panels of a
total requirement of 1,286 had been delivered in support of
A/V #3 and minimal subassembly effort had been accomplished on
the Air Vehicle.
On 24 April, the electron beam welding on the left hand wing
lower moldline was completed and sold off which completed
Air Vehicle No. 1 structure.
"Roll-out" of the first XB-70 occurred at 9:15 a.m. on llMay
1964. The ceremony was covered by press, radio, television
and was attended by: Major General R. Ruegg and Brigadier
General F.J. Ascanl, heading a group of 50 B-70 SPO personnel;
Colonel T. Bishop and three officers from SAC; Brigadier
General A. Low, Mr. C. Covington and two others from the DOD;
four members from the California delegation to the House of
Representatives; approximately 67 subcontractor VIP's and
40NAA executives.
On 21 September, the initial XB-70A flight was made from
Palmdale to Edwards Air Force Base with a duration of 1 hour
and lO minutes. Due to a failure in the retraction of the
main landing gear, the planned speed of Mach 1.1 was not
reached and the maximum speed was held to approximately 254 KIAS.
The air vehicle was taken to approximately 16,000 feet where low
speed maneuvers were successfully checked out. Although both
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September
October
aft tires on the left hand bogie blew out on landing, the air
vehicle remained under control at all times and proceeded
straight down the runway.
Flight No. 4 completed the planned evaluation for initial
flights, in that a Mach number of 1.42 and altitude of 46,000
feet were accomplished. The maximum indicated speed was
446 KIAS. Subsequent to this flight, the No. 1 XB-7OA went
into layup on 24 October for a series of proof loading tests on
the movable surfaces aimed at preparing the air vehicle for its




The Phase II Proof Tests were completed utilizing Air Vehicle
No. 1 as the test article. Various structural components
primarily involved in the propulsion and flight control of the
air vehicle were stratically proof loaded and operationally
tested under simulated flight loads.
On 29May, No. 2 XB-70A rollout was conducted and transferred
to pre-flight operations.
Significant inflight structural damage was experienced during
the 12th flight of Air Vehicle No. 1. Sections of wing apex
skin and leading edge became detached, entered the right hand
engine air intake duct, and resulted in an emergency landing
on the Edwards Air Force Base lake bed with only 4 engines in
operation.
On 17 July, the No.2.XB-70A made its initial flight for a
duration of 1 hour 13 minutes, reached an altitude of 42,000
feet and a speed of Mach 1.41.
January
1966
Seven flights, five with A/V No. 1 and two with A/V No. 2 were
accomplished during this month and 14:01 hours were logged.
The highlight of the month's activities was the successive
Math 3 flights (#17 & #18) of A/V No. 2. During Fllght No. 17,
A/V No. 2 attalnedMach 3 for the first time and repeated the
performance during Flight No. 18, nine days later. For the
first time two flights in one day were accomplished, one with
each air vehicle on 3 January. On ii January A/V No. 1
accomplished two flights with a turnaround of less than _ hours.
Flight No. 30 on A/V No. 1 was conducted on 6 Jan, mad lasted
3:_0 hours, the longest flight in the program.
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The XB-70's design objective of sustained 2,000 mile-per-hour
flight was demonstrated 19 May when Air Vehicle No. 2 cruised
33 minutes above Mach No. 3. Weighing 531,000 pounds at take-
off, the airplane reached its speed objective over Rock Springs,
Wyoming. During the next half hour, it covered more than 1,O00
miles, passing over Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and
California. During the final half of the run the airplane was
continuously turning in a 15-degree bank. Stability and control
were excellent throughout the hlgh-speed run and no problems
were encountered in maintaining speed in the turn. The total
flight lasted Just under 2 hours, including nearly l_ hours at
speeds in excess of Mach No. 2.0.
At 09_6 on 8 June, XB-70 No. 2, piloted by Mr. White of North
American Aviation and Major Cross, USAF, was involved in a mid-
air collision with a NASA F-104, piloted by Mr. Walker. Both
aircraft crashed resulting in fatal injuries to Major Cross
and Mr. Walker. Mr. White ejected successfully, sustaining
injuries to his back and arm. The accident occurred approxi-
mately 45 miles east of Edwards Air Force Base, while the air-
craft were flying formation at an altitude of 25,000 feet at a
speed of Mach 0.78.
The initial phase of the XB-70 flight test program was concluded
in the early portion of this month. The program was conducted
under the provisions of Contract No. AF33(657)-12395, which
began with first flight on 21 September 1964 and ended with the
completion of 22.5 aircraft operation months on 6 August 1966.
The XB-70's design objective of Mach 3 flight above 70,000 feet
was clearly demonstrated during the program with lO flights
conducted at this speed between 14 October 1965 and 6 June 1966.
During this same month letter Contract AF33(657)-15871 was





A flight research program sponsored jointly by NASA and USAF
for sonic boom measurements was completed in late January. This
program was initiated in Nov 1966 with the primary purpose of
determining the proper method of combining the theoretical sonic
boom intensity due to lift and due to volume for the far field
case •
A second flight research program was initiated with the 61st
flight on Air Vehicle No. 1. This program was an investigation
into the control of structural dynamics, was sponsored by NASA
and conducted throughout the remainder of the program.
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February
z969
On 4 February, the XB-70 (Air Vehicle No. i) made its final
flight from Edwards Air Force Base to Wright Patterson Air
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IV-3 Master Phasin_/Fli_ht Test Schedules
MASTER SCHEDULES
BACKGROUND -
From the time of B-70 contract award to achievement of sustained
Mach 3 flight, the program was subjected to almost continuous
schedule exercises. During the period of 1960 to 1965, 110
separate planning and scheduling exercises were conducted. These
exercises, prompted primarily by total vehicle requirements and/or
funding, resulted in seven major schedule changes between early
1958 and mid-1966. Interim schedules of lesser change magnitude
were issued to maintain proper utilization of total resources
between the points of major program redirections. Therefore,
although over 140 individual schedules were considered during
the B-70 program (52 alone prior to start of air vehicle
manufacturing), this study will be restricted to the following
inclusions: 1) The initial contract go-ahead schedule, 2) the
schedule applicable during the March 1959 Weapons System Design
Engineering Inspection (DEI), 3) the schedule under which air
vehicle manufacturing was initiated, and 4) all subsequent master
schedules which were agreed upon with the Air Force SPO as oper-
ational and reporting baselines.
As the program progressed, the aforementioned schedules (see
pages 1-51 through 1-91 ) were identified by different systems.
The following clarification is provided.
Shortly after receipt of the Weapons System ll0A contract, the Air
Force requested that NAA submit an accelerated schedule with
alternate plans. This initial schedule and plans were identified
as Plans A, B, C, and D. Subsequent plans maintained this alpha-
betical identification system with a numerical suffix as applicable
until early 1961. At that time it was decided that a new system
of identification would be utilized to make the schedule des-
ignations more meaningful in respect to time of issuance.
Therefore, at the time of program redirection in early 1961,
the next master schedule was identified as 61-4-1.







ist Issuance in April
This system prevailed throughout the remainder of the program.
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The initial B-70 Weapon System master schedule in
support of Contract AF33(600)-36599. This plan
programmed a total requirement of 65 air vehicles,
a fatigue test article and a static test article.
First flight was scheduled for December 1961 and the
first Strategic Air Command Wing delivered by August
1964. This plan was based on a 100% design release
in December 1960.
This schedule was issued in response to an Air Force
directive to stretch out the program after first
flight resulting in a first Air Wing delivery of
August 1965. In addition, first flight was slipped
out one month to January 1962 and the fatigue test
completion was delayed approximately six months.
This schedule maintained the 100% design release
in December 1960.
Air Force Wire LMSA-033, dated December 2, 1959
redirected the program to the design and manufac-
ture of one prototype air vehicle and led to the
issuance of Plan W-15. This schedule provided
an eleven-month set over for first flight which
accommodated a stretch out of manufacturing time
spans allowing multiple assembly operations to be
performed in one tool. This schedule also con-
sidered the optimum buildup of personnel in support
of a one-shlp program. Under this plan the prototype
vehicle was to be fabricated/assembled at the Los
Angeles plant and flown to Edwards Air Force Base











Continued schedule exercises in support of Fiscal
Year '60-'61 budget considerations led to the
issuance of Plan W-15D. This plan maintained the
one vehicle program with first flight in December
1962, even though the in-work dates for major
assembly operations had been set over and in turn
reducing the allowable spans for installations
and ramp operations.
This schedule was issued in response to Air Force
direction to proceed with the design, development,
fabrication and test of one XB-70 and ii YB-70
prototype aircraft, including development of all
the major systems needed for an operational Mach 3
bomber. The XB-70 first flight date of December
1962 was maintained with a YB-70 first flight
scheduled for June 1963. In addition, a static
test article was scheduled for completion im-
mediately following YB-70 number i.
Revisions to the YB-70 Program Plan resultant
from the AF/NAA review in November 1960 required
a reissuance of W-27R to incorporate the following
changes:
i. Add four months of influence coefficients
testing to the static test article.
2. Extend static testing from 19 to 21 months.
3. Set over static test resolve and incorporate
points four months.
4. Set over comp_tion and acceptance of
YB-70 number 3 by one month.
5. Add air load survey program.
6. Set over airframe and propulsion resolve
and incorporation points one month.
7. Revised air vehicle deliveries (maintained
Dec. '62 XB-70 first flight).
Planning in support of this schedule reflected air
vehicle major assembly manufacturing at Palmdale
rather than Los Angeles.
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National budget limitations resulted in Air Force
direction to reduce the program to a three-prototype
vehicle plan and issuance of 61-4-1. The full scale
static test article and air loads survey program were
also deleted. With the exception of fewer honeycomb
panels, the configuration of Prototype 2 was to be
the same as Prototype I, and Prototype 3 changes were
basically those required to include provisions for a
prototype Bomb-Nay system. Multiple cost reduction
changes; i.e., increased core foil thickness, reduction
of chem milling, and change from honeycomb panel to
sheet metal where possible were included. The three -
prototype program maintained the first flight date of
December 1962 and subsequent No. 2 and No. 3 prototype
flights on nine-month intervals.
In July of 1962, it became evident that a significant
first flight schedule slip could be expected due to
existing funding limitations. By November of this
same year the Secretary of Air Force had been informed
that a delay in first flight would be experienced due
to this lack of funds and manufacturing problems.
By January of 1963, the under funding had reached a
point where it was necessary to curtail all effort
on air vehicles 2 and 3 in preference to air vehicle 1.
Multiple internal plans were issued during this period
to achieve the most efficient programming of total
resources available, Subsequently, additional funding
was negotiated in February 1963; effort was resumed
on air vehicles 2 and 3, and the next program master
schedule was issued.
The program was redirected to this plan which was
based on the 61-4-1 requirements but delayed air
vehicles 1, 2, and 3 completions by 6, 7, and 9
months, respectively, h plan of action was issued
in conjunction with this schedule listing funding
allocations for each element of the B-70 Division
to be used in the preparation of necessary changes
in effort on the program.
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As a result from functional departments review of
the plan of action issued with Plan 63-2-1 and in
response to Customer direction, the 63-2-14 schedule
was issued on 8 March 1963. The Air Force had requested
that all effort be reprogrammed on a schedule that would
provide the greatest overall program economy. This
reprogramming resulted in setting over air vehicle #i
completion one month, no change to air vehicle #2, and
an acceleration of approximately 3½ months in the
completion of air vehicle #3.
Subsequent to the issuance of the basic 63-2-14 schedule,
delays in air vehicle #1 completions (see WBS 3.0,
Major Airframe Mating, for further detail) necessitated
a revision in the master schedule. Special schedules
dealing with air vehicle #1 fuel tanks sealing and wing
joining were issued in conjunction with the revised
master schedule. No changes were made at this time
to the air vehicles #2 and #3 planning.
By this point in time the magnitude of problems in
air vehicle $i joining had been resolved and it had
been agreed to with the customer that a major structural
change incorporating 5 ° wing dihedral on air vehicles
#2 and #3 would be accomplished. A situation analysis
was conducted with the Air Force SPO where the program
status and resources were reviewed. This review resulted
in publication of the 63-9-19 schedule which set over
air vehicle i, 2, and 3 completions by 7, 6½, and 3
months, respectively.
On 5 March 1964, Secretary of Defense McNamara announced
the cancellation of the XB-70B (AV #3). At this point
in time the air vehicle #1 wing to fuselage final weld
operations had been started and the remaining air vehicle
operations were clearly defined. In view of the afore-
mentioned circumstances, air vehicle #2 status and
program economics, the master schedule was revised to
(1) reflect the air vehicle #3 cancellation, (2) revise
the air vehicle #1 and #2 'out-of-door' and first flight
dates.
Subject plan reflected the actuals on air vehicle #1
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SU_EC? I • XB-70A Schedule Revislcm 1:_' Schedule Plan 64-3-5
DATE • 31 _ 19611_
FROM • V. R. Bradley
_DxES • D/:*,9_.- U.D
_O_ . _.
Please revise in-house operating plans to reflect t_e following
• sch?dUler'_ _: "= objectives :
"' A/V No. i
"Shop Completion 7 May 1964




Implementation of this plan has been approved by Mr. Stroh. Specific








cc: W. Spiv_k, D/190; O. Barton, D/177 PPS); D. Peitz_e, D/163; C. _, D/098;
' W. Scott, D/168; F. ttargrove, D/163; R. Odom, D/163; H. Bone, D/198;
•" W. Emsley, D/198; H. Wilkerson, D/186; K. Kleinwachter, D/192; R. Scholl, D/61;
j. Boyer, D/lhl PMD; W. yoakley, D/93 PMD; C. Sell, D/93; R. Gottschalk, D/052;
E. Hanlon, D/168; K. Bengtson, D/060.
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#4j_l=_ Space DivisionNorth Amencan Rockwell
IV-5 PROGRAM SUMMARY COST DATA
This section provides a summary of the B-70 program cost data. It includes
the following cost related summaries:
Title Page
Total Program by EOC/WBS
Time-Phased Total Program by EOC
Engineering Hours - Group Matrix
Total Program by SDW
Total Program by WBS Level 4







Total Program by EOC/WBS
This summary presents the Work Breakdown Structure level 4 (system) and
level 5 (subsystem) items by Element of Cost_ A sub-total of the subsystems
has been provided along with a program total. The data is not time-phased
and Subdivision of Work detail is not included.
Time-Phased Total Program by EOC
This summary contains a time-phased schedule for each Element of Cost. The
data is not provided by Subdivision of Work or WBS item. SDW and WBS
time-phased EOC detail is available within volumes ii, III and IV under the
individual WBS items.
En_ineerin_ Hours Grou_ Matrix
This matrix contains the direct labor hours charged by each B-70 Engineering
Group against a particular WBS level 4 or level 5 item. This matrix allows
the analyst to identify and rearrange the engineering hours if desired. Each
WBS element in volumes II, III and IV contains its own engineering hours matrix.
Total Pro6ram by SDW
This sections presents the total program by Subdivision of Work. The data is
presented in graphic form with the corresponding computer outputs which provided
EOC detail included behind the charts. Charts and computer outputs are in the
cost breakdown and time-phased formats.
Total Program by WBS Level 4
This section provides the level 4 WBS items by Element of Cost. The data is
presented in graphic Form with the corresponding computer outputs included
behind the charts. Charts and computer outputs are in the cost breakdown and
time-phased formats.
Air Vehicle (WBS 1.0) by Subsystem
This section oresents the Air Vehicle data by each Subsystem within the Air
Vehicle. Data is in cost breakdown and time-phased formats. Charts and the
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LABOR AT $ 4oS07
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LAbCn AT $ _.419
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MC)N TH S HOUR S R AT E
rJ-I _o 1453.5 24401 _ 4.465
0-2 5_
Q-3 5£ 621C.5 1C4319q 4.298
_-4 5 °
Q-I 59 10568.5 I_P2544 3.g64
0-2 5')
cJ-3 59 15450.C 27190£6 3.q19
q-4 59
q-I 6 _ IP4_.C 32C5729 4._33
Q-2 6n
O-_ 60 227R8.C 2_2_627 3.qJ6
0-4 oC
O-I 61 45078.5 769_217 3. 766
_-2 61
Q-3 61 45108.5 _178aq5 3.61E
O-4 61
O-I 62 3964_.5 6766510 3.054
0-2 o_
Q-3 o2 35033.5 5885_33 3. 772
Q-4 62
0-1 63 28q78.5 4(,45478 4.047
_-2 63
_-3 63 33422,5 5_14£77 3.7R5
0-4 03
(O-I 64 29_61.5 5113475 4.104
_-2 64
Q-3 e4 17160.5 3(.,2C,249 4. I40
0-4 64
¢-1 _5 1401C.5 2525121 ' 4.293
0-2 65
Q-3 65 6751.0 11342_I 5.339
0-4 6_










































































































































































61 4713q24 1 1CC5192
61
62 498622') 4q15 3q8
&?
62 55769_3 22_7R55








































































































































































































































































































































58 1285.5 215935 4.561
58
58 5655,5 916586 4,383
58
59 7238.5 [235367 4.321
59
59 10758°0 1893478 4.211
59
60 10866.0 1883428 4.545
60
60 10275.5 1726243 4.712
60
61 15C97°5 2576625 4.745
61
61 9738,5 1765899 4.931
61
62 8929.0 1523905 5.205
62
62 8274.0 [390048 5.|53
62
63 7804.0 1331920 5.692
63
63 8645.0 1452358 5.238
63
64 7687.5 1311994 5.493
64
64 4727.0 831q95 5.679
64
65 7469.0 1294692 4.88[
65


















































































































































SUBD CF WORK OESIGNIENGIhEER[NG
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MON THS HOURS R ATE
58 58.5 9825 3.068
58
58 29.0 4170 3.165
58
59 130.5 22163 2. 747
5g
59 333.0 58681 2.883
59
60 - 102.5 - 17730 2. 883
6O
60 193.5 32623 2. 908
60
61 194,0 33148 2.855
61
61 46.5 8455 2. 851
6t
62 90.0 15375 4.602
62
62 901.0 151348 4.434
62
63 966,0 164787 4.543
63
63 38|.5 64077 4.706
63
64 58,5 9955 3.289
64
64 45.0 7890 3.528
64
65 592°5 [02730 3,694
65










































































































































SUBO OF WORK DESIGN/ENGINEERING
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS
58 I. 5 314 3,029 951
58
58 1,5 162 2,790 652
5B
5q -28 2. I07 -5g
5g
59 13,5 2331 3, 155 7354
59
60 15o0 2624 3. 558 9337
60
60 13,5 2353 3.380 7954
60
61 I0.5 177l 3.023 5353
61
61 3.0 489 3, 2b8 1598
61
62 I. 5 231 4. 541 104g
62
62 7.5 1378 3. 152 4343
62
63 26.0 6056 3. 492 14163
63
63 12,0 1993 3.380 6736
63
64 12,0 2061 3,656 ?536
64
64 21.0 3685 3,744 13796
64
-65 11 l.O 19309 4. 305 83 ll 8
65



































Q-I 66 153,0 26497 4,755
Q-2 6b



























































MAN- LABOR LABOR LA80R
MONTHS HOURS RATE OCLLARS
58 1345.5 226074 4.494 1016002
58
58 5482,0 920918 4.377 4030847
58
5q 7369.0 1257502 4,293 5398573
59
50 11104.5 1054490 4.170 815032g
59
60 10776.5 1868322 4.55(; 8517470
60
60 10482.5 17_121_ 4.677 82365L3
60
61 15302.0 2611544 4.720 12326123
61
61 9788.0 1774843 4.921 873351E
61
62 9020.5 1539511 5. 199 8004204
62
62 9162.5 1542774 5.081 783q088
62
63 8794.0 1500763 5.560 8344015
65
63 9038,5 1518428 5,213 7q15635
63
64 7758.0 1324010 5.473 7246527
64
64 4793,0 84357C 5.65C 4766252
64
65 8172.5 1416731 4, 788 678260C
65
65 4483.0 753223 5,485 41313q0
65
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SUBD OF WORK PRODUCTION
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR
NONTHS HOURS R AT E
5FI 8 4.625
58
58 191.0 135L8 5.414
58
59 97.5 16629 5,456
59
59 174.0 3056q 5.273
59
60 67,5 11.822 5,,498
60
60 6,0 985 3.308
6O
61 15.0 2627 3, 711
61
61 6.0 979 3,667
6I
62 180.0 30659 5.079
62
62 478.5 80495 4,, q25
62
63 394.5 67287 5.128
63
•63 -4C.5 -6783 8.401
63
66 29 1.0 49692 6. 907
64
66 135[.5 237795 5.233
64
65 340.5 59132 5. 122
65














































































































Q-3 5g 576.C IC1470
0-4 59
Q-I 60 685.5 118765
0-2 60
0-3 60 223.5 375ql
0-4 60
Q-1 61 3450.0 588807
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 10242.0 1857107
Q-4 bl
Q-I 62 16177.5 2760855
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 16185.0 2719064
Q-4 62
Q-1 63 14658,0 250154q
Q-2 53
Q-3 63 1618g.0 2719690
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 15653.5 2671497
Q-2 64
Q-3 64 7804.5 1373648
_-4 64
Q-I ,65 4863.0 842863
Q-2 65
Q-3 65 1230.0 206550
Q-4 65
Q-I 66 201.0 34838
Q-2 66









































































































































































































































































































































































58 6.0 931 4.g08
58
5'9 6.0 898 4.257
59
59 25.5 6471 4. 665
59
60 54.0 9426 6, 992
60
60 22.5 389 [ 3. 664
60
61 258.C 43990 3. 144
61
61 753,0 136554 3. 152
61
62 1564.5 267073 3.236
62
62 1891.5 317877 3.405
62
63 1798.5 3C7065 3.600
63
63 2212.5 371608 4.214
63
,66 2415.0 412102 3.595
64
64 1473,0 2592q0 3.696
66
65 885.0 153497 4.055
65
65 541.5 90941 4. 605
65


























































307.5 51707 4°969 25695(:


















SUBO CF WORK PRODUCTION
MAN- LABOR LABOR "_ LABOR
MONIHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS
58 8 4,625 37
58
58 99.0 t6354 5. L04 83469
58
59 159.0 27096 4.535 122868
59
59 909.C 159911 3, g16 626290
59
60 IC77,C 186850 3.748 700366
60
60 796,5 133939 3,036 406574
60
61 _692.0 800896 3. 120 2499150
61
61 11878.5 2153810 3. 134 6750989
61
62 18775,5 3204286 3. lO1 9_3752 9
62
62 19345.5 3250215 3.239 10526082
62
63 16851.0 2875952 3.345 9621201
63
63 18938.5 3181546 3. 128 9951246
63
64 18847,,0 3216598 3°587 [1537961
64
64 II028.0 1940887 3,641 7066054
64
65 6268.5 1086791 3.670 3988213
65
65 2076,0 348779 5.133 1790110
65


















































SUBO OF WORK PRODUCT ION
TOTAL
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUROEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
618.0 104075 4.202 437315 605_90 1042805














SUBD OF WORK PRODUCTION
MFG TOTAL
MATL SUBC MATER IAL MPC
58
58
58 433520 433520 3846
58
59 3605554 3605554 95601
59
59 31120511 31120511 850134
59
60 985 26106017 26107002 1549061
60
60 39128 16577782 16616910 988720
60
61 1028879 2C718972 21747851 680216
61
61 4713g24 24061973 28775897 [087445
61
62 6986229 21395753 26381982 1072774
62
62 5576903 16058125 21635028 969206
62
63 7726164 15617765 23343929 1424319
63
63 7727118 6345602 14072720 g6524 l
63
64 6407347 8015425 14422772 1783781
64
64 2713606 170650 2884256 104293"/
64
65 8708C2 41457 q12259 273995
65
65 1120300 1120300 199863
65
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DES IGN/ENGI NEER ING
SUBD CF WORK TOOLING AND STE
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR CFN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
SB 1,5 152 4,704 715 690 1405
58
58 I, 5 308 3. 078 948 I 168 2116
58
59 3 5. 333 16 13 2':::;
5q
59 I (]o5 I898 3o (]65 _818 6683 12501
59
60 18,0 3217 2.84 1 9141 12 I15 21256
60
60 27,0 4588 2,917 13 38 1 17398 30779
60
61 82.5 13982 2, 797 3g I02 52 142 91244
61
61 I03,5 18729 3,162 59221 78409 137630
61
62 105,0 17939 3.913 70191 82749 152940
62
62 5q, 5 qqSO 3,32C 3303 3 524_2 85515
62
63 31.5 5271 4, 34g 22923 28541 51464
63
.63 40,5 6727 4, 236 28493 34829 63322
63
64 23.5 3977 4o 070 16 lB6 26637 42823
64
64 6.0 1115 3. 887 4334 5527 9861
64
65 3,0 436 4. 736 2065 2684 474q
65
6.5 1,5 213 4,305 q17 13.'58 2275
65
z-145







OES IGN/ENG INEER ING































































SUBD (IF WORK TOOLING AND STE
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR CEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 58.5 9756 3, 818 37248 25807 63055
58
58 31.5 5241 6, 150 32232 9793 42025
58
59 121.5 20749 4.487 93095 58510 151605
59
59 651.5 79393 3.728 295989 237541 533530
59
60 2152.5 373166 3.639 1283247 1114261 2397528
60
bO 2875.5 483006 3.371 1628632 1421C88 3049520
60
61 9241.0 1577087 3. 543 5587276 4589745 1C177019
61
61 14640.0 2654808 3,326 8823996 8794005 17617999
61
62 5676.0 (J68596 3.328 3223286 3528233 675].519
62
62 2458.5 613106 3.298 1362316 1720672 3082988
62
63 1795.5 306391 3.371 1032982 1169126 2202t08
63
63 141E.0 238243 3.551 846104 1099|35 1945239
63
64 2253.0 384607 3.959 1522693 1638411 3160904
64
64 937.5 164933 2.636 434710 673266 IIC7976
64
65 228.0 39636 4.433 175713 188582 364295
65
65 38.0 6626 4. 768 30627 33292 63919
65
1-147






































































































































































SUBD CF WORK TOOLING AND STE
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS
58 1 2,000 2
58
58 4q 5.46g 268
58
59 80 3.038 243
59
59 9.0 1526 3.08C _70C
59
60 46.5 8100 3.259 26399
60
60 93.0 15527 3.394 52706
60
61 232.5 39652 3.31B 13158_
61
61 510.0 92533 3.580 331313
6X
62 229.5 39190 3.136 122905
62
62 115.5 19304 3.210 61970
62
63 6g.O II864 3.364 39911
63
63 285.0 47905 3.509 168106
63
64 97.5 16652 3.679 6126G
64
64 51.0 8849 3.435 30395
64
65 10.5 1892 3.64C 688_
65





























SUBD CF WORK TOOLING AND STE
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS






















































MAN- LABOR LAB{JR LABCR BURDEN LABOR • TOOL/S TE
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $ MATL
58 60.0 9909 3.83 [ 37965 26497 64462 458
58
58 33.0 5598 5,975 33448 10961 44409 -438
58
59 121.5 20832 4.481 93354 58523 151877 -2C
59
5o 471.0 82817 3. 701 306507 244224 550731 89694
59
60 2217.0 384483 3.430 1318787 I126396 2445183 604007
60
60 2995.5 503129 3.368 1694540 1438486 3133026 905281
60
61 I0273.0 1753003 3.506 6146031 4600_90 IC_37021 3523326
61
61 15597.0 2828284 3.325 9405435 8Bq87F15 18304220 II005192
61
62 6010.5 1(]25732 3. 331 3416381 3610982 7027_J63 4915358
62
62 2633,5 442360 3. 294 1457319 1773154 3230473 2207855
62
63 1896.0 323526 3.387 1095816 1197667 2293483 691031
63
63 3981.5 668835 3.627 2425963 1198703 3624666 844638
63
64 2410.0 411283 3.928 1615387 1681(:06 3296993 476551
64
64 1005.0 176864 2.734 483591 692262 1175853 125098
6k
65 261.0 45313 4.319 195711 200404 396115 100368
65
65 45.5 7814 4. 647 36314 40666 76980 -1083
65























































































59 42156 42136 1116
59
59 712227 801921 27056
59
60 2649331 3253338 236605
60
60 2441985 3347266 263_28
60
61 4960522 e48385C 439839
61
61 8019616 IGC24808 1159702
bl
62 2889461 7804819 479159
62
62 3760321 6058176 300466
62
63 1008179 1699210 110294
63
63 557934 14C2572 100588
63
64 441443 _17994 111423
64
64 67C59 192157 67393
64
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MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
MONIHS HCIUR S RATE OCLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
7.5 1267 3.161 3980 5409 9389
20 3.550 71 70 I41
11925.0 2044998 i 854q366 8527100 I 7076466
1-159







SUBO (_F WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN
















































SUBD CF WORK TESTIQC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR *
MON IHS HOURS RATE OCLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 21 2.476 52 73 125
58
58 397.0 66656 2.957 197080 226393 423473
58
59 2587,0 441466 2.959 1306251 1575015 2881266
59
59 2638.5 464428 2.921 1356656 1817377 3L74033
59
60 3722.0 64508l 2.962 1911002 2347642 4258644
60
60 6371.5 1070362 3.036 3249243 4101487 7350730
DO
61 1X591,0 1978151 3.063 6060056 7407508 13467564
61
61 5618,0 1018680 3,043 3099410 4561687 7661097
61
62 3604.0 615077 2.885 1774784 2206170 3980954
62
62 1973.5 331530 3.089 1024035 1"_89456 2413491
62
63 784.0 133707 3.196 427292 571231 998523
63
63 771.5 129709 3.443 446626 9[7209 1363835
63
64 541.0 92301 2.879 265716 409934 675652
64
64 131.5 23199 1.460 33882 768_7 110719
64
65 -55.5 -9613 2.071 19919 39506 59425
65
65 1_,5 3234 10. 195 32970 56757 89727
65
Z-161












SUB{) GF WORK TEST/QC
ON-SITE LABOR
MAN- LABOR




LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷
RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
• IB8 -93 1184 I09 1
2,500 -5 57 52
2120_B78 27705523 48910401
1-16s


























MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BUR CEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
-51 3. 353 -17 1 -20 - 19 1
160.0 26947 3.973 107071 2465 109536
8.5 145 1 3. 747 543 7 3399 8836
B.5 16_(_ 3. 738 5617 3_I0 8827
3.0 548 3. 880 2126 7gl 2g17
I. 5 219 3.881 85(_ 316 l I06
16 3.813 61 23 86
181.5 30579 120791 10384 131175
1-163






















Q-3 58 g.O 1609 3.515 5655
Q-4 58
G-I 59 46.0 7812 3.006 23484
Q-2 59
0-3 59 114.0 20081 3.105 62342
Q-4 59
_-I 60 242.5 42040 2._7C 124851
Q-2 60
O-3 60 661.5 111179 3.217 357703
0-4 60
Q-1 61 1336.5 228052 3.248 740621
O-2 61
O-3 61 652.0 118187 3.14C 37114(;
Q-4 61
Q-I 62 194.5 33156 3.22g 107058
0-2 62
0-3 62 116.5 19540 3.091 6038_
0-4 62
O-I 63 43.5 7461 3.418 2550C
0-2 63
Q-3 63 58.0 9824 3.385 3325_
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 52.5 8988 3.713 33372
0-2 64
0-3 64 15.0 2661 3.504 9325
Q-4 64
q-I 65 21.0 3692 3.794 14006
Q-2 65









































































APR ! L 1972



































MAN- LABOR LABOR LABOR BURCEN LABOR *
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 48.0 8028 4.437 35622 36503 72125
58
58 506.5 I00329 3.349 336019 351836 687855
58
59 2q19.0 498114 3,,079 1533601 1742524 3276125
59
59 2965.5 521868 3.013 1572544 1951802 3524346
59
60 4420.5 766054 3. 121 2390724 2623679 5014403
60
60 8513.5 1430340 3.228 4616444 5026650 q643094
60
61 14811.5 2527774 3.166 800L787 8436355 16438142
61
61 7840.0 1421558 3.304 4697184 5854C19 10551203
61
62 5842,,0 99698l 3. 378 3368083 3710255 7078338
62
62 3872.0 650484 3.658 2379421 2715527 5094948
62
63 1437.5 245237 3.879 951282 1151392 2102674
63
63 1464.0 246168 3.904 961131 1321 183 2282314
63
64 946.5 161584 3.624 585562 769831 1355393
64
64 334.5 58928 3.164 186427 267506 453933
64
65 208.5 36286 3.625 13[530 14Q505 281035
65
65 146.5 24465 4.033 98666 127697 226363
65







































LABOR LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR +
HOURS RATE DCLLARS OOLLaRS BURDEN S
3O
q6g5Ogg
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1-173 (SI[0ITIIM) _FFIOG SD72-SH.-O003









SU60 CF WORK OTHER COST
GT_ER SUB
COST TOTAL
Q-I 60 18116 18116
q-2 60
Q-3 60 I12353 I12353
Q-4 60
Q-I 61 664C;8 66498
Q-2 61
Q-3 61 318G24 318024
Q-4 6l
Q-I b2 35@64 35864
Q-2 62
Q-3 62 Ilq76 llg7b
Q-4 62
Q-I 63 5_97 5697
q-2 63
(_-3 63 15g8e81 1598681
Q-4 63
Q-I 64 2 568"/C 25687C
0-2 64
0-3 64 8_9076 869076
Q-4 64
Q-I 65 [ 634Cj2 163492
q-2 65
Q-3 65 1730851 1730851
g-4 65
Q-I 6.6 -168921 - 168921
Q-2 66
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LABGR AT _ z,,qOS
t:NGS, mJRDEN AT $
_' [-'qUCT I(!N
St!,.;P SUP P'J_T
t a b !?P, ._T $ ;_,.I_6
T;:OLING _NE ST.F
LAJCR AT $ 3.41_
PLANNING
LABCR AT $ 3.444
T':ST ICC
LA P,LK AT $ _. _'41
_lF-io 6Ut_OEN AT $ 3.772
F_GR MATERIAL
AFG _ATEK[&I..
TF}OL I _G/STE MATt
SLIDE ONTP, AC T
mPC






4-SYST EP 4- SY ST t:,_; 4-SYSTEF 4- SY$tF_
1 2 3 4
I_CURS HQUKS HOURS H3t!RS
001 t_ARS DOLLAPS 00LLGPS DI_LL A P '.-:
18313241 228£885 24(" 192 2279153
90_15322 108996g_ 122629 c, 1276576 ,'
91_r_5778 _72223_ 12_21(t 15219(;35
16032843 2ZN&TZ ;_9, _,14<j 11{: _(_
7282C51 40 _4-{ 3,;15£o
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Df-S I GKIENG INEE_RI NG
LA L_CR AT $ 4.932
,--_G_ _?URDEN .aT $ 4.6_D
P.eOL,UCT ION
LA v,CR hi $ 3.224
SHt)P SUPP,O_T
L&_CR AT _ -:.14_
TO[_LI_G AN[; SI_
L#t_,-V, AT * 3.413
Pl_ _t_ N ING
L,k3 CP AT 5 3.444
T[$T/(.C
L_,_CR aT • _.641











4-SYSTFM 4-SYSTFM 4-SYSTEM 4-SYSI LM
5 6 7 S
H_URS HOURS HOUKS HI!)UIIS











































221797,30 176305_8 2367101 81399231
42432c 37967g 44q. 56 147102 )
22603550 1801.3227 2411557 82870Z62
I-i77








nES IGN/ENG INEERI NG
LABCR AT $ 4 •_-}G2
ERGI_ BURDEN AT $ 4. _ '-;0
PRUDUCT IGN
L 6 ;$CR lIT $ _,."7.74
SHC,P SUPPCRT
LASCR AT $ S. 14e,
T_)ULING AND STF
LAgCq ._T _ ._.41 °
PLAM_ ING
LAECP _,T $ 3.A_4
TFSTICC
L_,G CR AT * 5._41

















$26_, ! 9_ 12v_3_,75q4






351143 264 l:_i _i
960 1602992


















L I , I , l , l , I ,
8 _ @ -.° _ o
(_oPTI_) _I_l'Iog I-]-79 sD72-SH-0003











M_N- LABOR LABOR LABER
MONTHS HOURS RATE DGLLARS
_J-t 5_ 833.5 14087h 4.498 633697
J-2 53
9-3 5,q 4504. C 756519 4.301 3254152
)-I qq 8094.5 138139l 3.908 5400427
2-2 5o
_-3 _,9 11588.5 2039976 3.912 79804_, 8
0-4 59
_-I 63 13044.5 2365214 4.102 9702203
,)-2 ao
-_ oO 16257.5 3C_,,6_=46 3. 943 1209 1192
D-4 _,0
5-I (,[ 31444. 5 53_7312 _.77T 20272040
;_-3 61 27613.0 5018:o_,_ _ 3.707 18603600
_-4 61
0-1 62 30989.5 5289113 3.64_ 19275406
,_-2 62
0-3 h_ 27315.C 45_293 3.768 17378_59
Q-4 6P
_-1 o_ 22305.5 3_07c7_ 4.0R4 15547700
,)-2 6_
(,_-3 63 25203.5 4233t55 _.722 15758865
Q-4 _3
J-I 44 24_54. 5 4/56438 4.011 1692104(2
_-2 64
9-3 4_ L3238.0 232 (,653 4.201 9786975
FO-4 64
0-1 h5 6514.C ll?_8335 4.098 4624293
0-2 65
_-3 (,5 1746.5 293896 5.877 1727265
0-4 65













































































MA N- L ABF)k LAB CR





























































MATL SUB{] MATERIAL MFC
2347 127
l 1907L 246604 8031
3_31218 391@0R2 125be,6
22077595 22385126 629551
zOO 2235e322 23_17453 L518_.61
15_09 1 7805774 1888')938 1199030
L 0(11899 22966514 20726367 975245
4707321 29259957 ._713J008 1503312
4903221 2 5qeSCJlq 3L994299 1300120
5L19756 21324489 2?954024 1200133
5_00375 14438909 21674057 1325907
6559067 _:R36c3_1 16063557 1128736
57C6444 7491653 13705377 1691259
2336'_ 6,%' 2_;0099 3082948 1112254
508486 68654 1193364 358819



























































'W!)RTH A_ERICAN ROCKkELL CORP.






















































O0 45cJ7C9 ___ 61555_ I_33S
60
b (', 447lg92_ _12C4_ 9629@
6O
61 683g!_+TV 136_+5'37 437269L
6L 793285G3 15A651 <_ 5_t3L27
62 75624197 13C5193 2924005
62
62 083_o825 |15qC73 2010066
_2
63 575_88|5 1011.1°2 24¢4459
b3
63 52038160 91 _757 306HIQg
63
6.4 55520987 L2A_IL4 480387_
64
64 27223087 612412 L56L6L7
65 124qc_bs7 3_ L49__ _.727
6S






















WORTH AMERICAN ROCKmELL CORP.

































































MAN- L All,3_ LA_ER L Ai3[_R F_JRD EN LA_DR t
_O_THS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOI LARS BURDEN $
58 4oi,0 77220 4.506 347920 _51010 6q 8930
q q
_ IC53.0 L7691_ 4.275 756308 693720 1450028
5_
5_ 1354.5 2316h_ 4.2_3 980633 @16158 1796791
50
59 2073.0 365¢30 4.010 [463_)95 95164l 2415336
5_
60 1795.5 3] 12_8 4.083 1271181 77[979 20431o0
60
60 808.S L35799 °,. 5 _:i 6229_2 6753]'0 1.298352
O0
61 lqOF_. 0 32 550_ 4._71 1455"+75 1059510 2514985
61
_I 947.0 [717_1 4.8c_0 839995 813250 1653245
61
02 72C.0 123C49 5.163 635293 546363 1182150
62
52 llZ,.O 11 _95'0 5.061 607111 583492 I[90603
_2
_3 785.5 134121 5.3_5 722262 709300 I_3 [622
_3
63 8_8.0 144220 5.701 822192 767960 1590152
63
o4 726.C 12 _769 5._,11 69z,43 I 720093 1414524
64
64 3_0.0 633_8 5. qlH 374917 404470 7793_7
64
65 175.5 36434 6.266 1907U$ 200557 397260
65
65 90.0 L5139 6.113 92545 99030 1915_5
_55














































NDRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.










































































































































































































































































































MCNTH S H OUR S RA TE
373.5 o3801 4.025
988.5 166218 3.959
1306. 5 223C71 3.738
1297.0 217712 3.595
730.5 12 _b88 3. 976
_40.0 14 /893 3.277















































































































(gUOZ_'_) _i_'r_0_ i-i_6 SD7 _-SH- O003









































MAN- LABOR LABOR L AB(_R BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
5_ 7.5 1359 4, 574 6216 61fl4
50
58 36.0 6104 4.2?0 26065 23802
58
59 39. Q 6549 4.213 27589 2242 1
59
59 34.5 60_5 4. 188 25231 21935
60 27.0 4788 4.556 2L815 17784
60
bO 9.0 1479 4. 760 7949 5409
50
6 I 34.5 5837 4.853 28327 19500
61
61 43. S 7801 4.862 3"/931 35314
6l
62 117.0 2C2_2 4,8_4 97801 91410
62
62 174.(3 2g216 4.806 140408 [4403fl
62
63 217.5 37020 4.911 L81815 L94634
63
63 195.0 32665 4.32__ 141163 169922
63
64 154.5 263/,0 4.641 122253 153855
64
64 573. C 100877 4.6(:}8 473964 626565
64
65 3334.5 578o12 5.100 2950829 3607756
65
65 3741.0 628395 5.4_8 3411014 3891131
65








































4- SYSTE _ 4
FL[GHT T.cST
TL)TAL
Mh N- t AF_G:,t LAB CR
r._ONlt!S H ObRS PATh
3950.5 663563



































































































































































WI NO OTHfR TOTAL SUB





























60 7 56 4 C354
60
60 2 37 12695
60












































































MAN- LAB[IR LA6CR LA_CR bJRDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HCURS kATE OLLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 43.5 7440 4,360 32509 33840 66349
58
58 295.5 49675 _.167 207000 196733 403733
59 648.0 IIC51e_ 3,738 418013 385a28 804501
%9
50 372.5 153664 3.881 596373 5602Z_ I 115_614
59
60 448. _ 77_95 4.466 3478_q 292504 640353
60
60 261.0 4 _8;'9 5o/26 224667 162053 380720
60
61 711.C 121425 4.611 559910 411157 971067
61
61 46e.5 34572 4.952 418813 394710 813523
61
62 056.5 IIZ044 4.773 534772 502786 1037558
62
62 958.5 [61CIZ 4.209 677715 736860 1414575
62
63 981,0 107581 Z_.323 724510 802664 1527174
(,3
63 854.5 143_07 4.595 650774 746242 1407016
63
64 779.0 132q55 4.630 615545 72q511 1345056
(_4
64 _555,0 07628 4.86_ 474488 562780 1037268
04
65 3672.0 636573 3.9(.,9 2526447 3311591 5838038
65
65 6,96.5 _3437 4,808 401149 538397 039546
65






























MA N- t AE_OR LAB CR







































































62 10523 1 C519 829
b?
62 160760 16 7735 13216
62
63 32804_ _8121+0 37562
e3
_,3 446157 48 _396 462 05
(>4 2752 55 395L69 ]2529
_4
_>4 [10990 II 881I 43052
66
65 74T58 86260 25954
bS
65 49653 96807 [7434
6_
6h 45444 47937 C)904
F]TH kR SU 8 TC]TAL




4629 lIE e,941 1166941
93_6 65/019 12404 663423
3025 3_9 ?50 7426 39717O
7379 97_433 18182 99o615
4277 818278 15206 833484
3063 1351969 I 7657 1069626,
7687 1(,03213 26g10 1630123
6417 1952389 32627 1985016
6715 1951332 32626 1983958
4632 1687406 35904 1723310
3114 1202305 25583 /227888
21 5950273 158753 6109026
[57 IObBq_4 28119 [082063












GROUND SUPPOR T EQUIPMENT
Td T,'_L
MFG TOTAL
MA TL MA TS Kl AL
OIHER SUB
M PC C 0S T T lITAL
?O_6t 74772 474L 79























MAN- LABqR LAt5GR LABCR BUI_DEN LABOR ÷
MONTHS HOURS RAT_ OCLLARS DOLLARS BURO EN $
_-1 5 c: 21.0 3517 3.442 12105 13538 25643
TJ-2 5_
a-3 5o lo_.C 2 c_o45 3.381 100239 118019 2l 8258
3-4 59
_-1 60 l, ib. 5 19_19 3.9z, l 78591 86395 164896
_-2 60
9-3 60 34.5 5679 4.45q 25322 22893 482[5
_-4 60
_-I _I 204.0 34119 4.275 148427 138345 28?272
;_-2 oI
_-3 /_1 130.5 23755 3.,547 8_639 119167 205806
3-4 _1
.-1 h2 462.0 78918 3.005 241102 295548 536650
_-2 62
)-3 ,_2 1825.5 306484 3.045 933136 1175192 2108328
_-4 62
"J-I A3 1105.5 I_8784 3.077 580910 /744_5 1355375
_)-2 63
J-3 _3 725.5 121916 3.373 41 t201 560770 _7 1971
i_-4 63
_-I 6+ 544.5 92902 3.278 304558 454970 758628
:J-2 -_'+
,_-3 64 414.C 7276t4 3.477 253037 35919I 6].2228
'_-4 _4
_-I 65 577.5 9q95_ 3.557 355509 498110 853619
i)-2 _,5
D-3 65 405.C 07866 3.512 238319 358326 596645
")-q 65
2_-1 _, 391.5 67866 2._31 192124 462237 054361
_)-2 b6
_-3 66 43_. 5 73454 3.591 203786 387518 651304
_)-4 6&







































































































































































MAN- LABOR LABCR LABCR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DULL ARS
;_-3 60 1.5 149 2.q53 440 567
_-4,00
_-1 61 7.S 1344 3.501 4706 4801
_-2 61
_-3 61 28.5 5235 4.039 21142 20140
_-4 61
')-I 62 30.0 4960 3.373 16731 17524
_-2 62
_-3 52 70.5 1 1959 3.09_ _6997 44749
"_-4 ',2
_-[ 63 40.5 7046 3.331 2_464 26225
_-2 63
_-3 63 705.0 118501 3.510 415948 371913
_-6 03
_--I 64 58. 5 9894 4.94[ 488q0 45712
_)-2 64
_Q-3 66 220.5 38707 3.352 129749 291536
,_-4 64
_-I 65 lIP.5 2C399 3.762 76766 P.3004
•)-2 65




_-3 66 34 3.704 129 252











































































































































MAN- LAt_OR LABOR IABCP bURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS KATE DCLLARS DCLL ARS BURDEN $
%_ 6('. 0 qcJOQ 3.831 3 79o5 26497 64462
s ,q
_ 33. C 5598 5.975 33668 1096 [ 44409
5_
59 121.5 2C_32 4.48[ 9 _354 59523 I5 1_77
_9
59 471 .0 d2_12 3.701 306496 244211 550707
5q
_0 2209._ 3d2_54 3.430 1313292 1121764 2435076
60
oO 2_47.9 47_274 3.371 1612353 135804z+ 2970397
50
5[ lO16q. O 173 Z'_82 3.50'3 6086,R75 46B2369 10719244
(_I 15496.5 280G91 _ 3.322 9333609 _d29240 18162909
_1
;,2 5941.5 1014120 3.33u 3376q50 35683q7 6945356
02 2554.5 42 _'933 ;3.302 1416218 1721145 3137563
6P
63 1834.0 31 33q4 3.3_q lObZtT[ 11596_6 2221857
63 3206.q 5q,q_o_ 3.654 1968571 786202 2754773
b3
_,4 2257.0 38_09 3.900 1500621 156684b 3067467
(-4 751.5 132523 2.531 335449 379405 714854
64
65 135.0 23548 4.852 114246 110891 225137
65
65 43.5 751L 3.126, 23476 25735 4q211
65














MAN- LABOR LAB OR

























































TOOL/STE TOTAL OTHER SUB
MATt _ATERIAL MPC CCST TOTAL
58 458 ',58 25 64945
58
58 -438 -438 -2-% 4394?
58
59 - 20 -20 -1 15 1856
59
50 89694 8 _o94 75q7 64 LI 554409
59
60 603(_02 603_02 79373 17573 3135624
60
5C 861_21 8b1421 [13277 5785 3950880
6O
61 3487324 34_7374 2 94679 43741 14544988
6t
61 10927409 I 092 7409 923306 159465 30173[49
61
62 4 t301644 4801&44 378369 48035 12173404
62
62 2253[)43 2253_]43 177538 -24940 5543204
62
6] _72399 672399 65053 625 2960534
53
63 406708 406708 3c2528 "5776 31.95__33
63
54 395234 395234 42132 5702 3508535
G4
64 115946 II 5946 42182 3603 876585
6&
65 83678 83678 25027 2110 335952
_5
65 -65 50 - 6550 -I'[68 704 4219 7
65
66 379l 3791 786 4644
T_TAL


































MPC COST T OT AL
35524 3 5524 2l H5


















































MAN- LABOR LABOR LA8CR BURDEN LABOR ÷ E_G_
MONTHS HOURS RATE _CL LAF,S DOLLARS BURDEN $ _ATL
58 43.5 7215 4.341 31319 32923 64142
58
58 288.0 _8384 4.274 200810 191708 398518
58
59 285.C 48574 4.4_9 215615 173Sbi 389476
5q
V9 238.5 41933 4.368 183148 154711 337859
59
60 252 • 0 43741 4.401 192506 163538 356044 2923
bO
60 577.5 96772 3.824 370066 345254 715320 7710
60
61 597. C 102096 4.082 4[673| 957014 773745 2029
61
61 310.5 56190 4.320 245334 251446 496780 4494
61
62 354.0 6C267 &.839 291280 265818 557098 9957
62
6,2 430.0 73763 4.798 353902 325018 678920 18214
02
63 394.5 6 7385 4. 981 335649 354312 68 996[ 8205
63
63 379.5 _J693 &.596 292427 318923 61 [350 23690
53
64 363.0 616S0 4.578 282390 321436 603826 5549
64
6_+ 2IO.C 36652 5.158 I_9043 218003 407046 13898
64
65 lOW.5 I gC77 4.831 92159 108244 200403 [4626
65
65 48.0 8074 5.0 17 45352 65218 110570 14142
65






















































































































































































































TI ME PHASED EXPEND.
B-70 AIRCRAFT STUDY
APRIL 1972






















































'WDRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP,



























, ,I I , , I I














LABCR AT $ 4.921
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.463
P!_ODUCT ION
LABCR AT $ 3.222
SHGP SUPPL, R T
LABCR AT $ 3.C36
PLANN ING
LABOR AT $ 5.417
TEST/QC
L_BOR AT $ 3.531









































































DESI GN/ENG INEERI NG
LABOR AT $ 4o921
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.463
PRODUCT ION
LABOR AT $ 3.222
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR _T $ 3,036
PLANN ING
LABOR AT $ 3°417
TESTICC
LABOR AT $ 3.531
MFG BURDEN AT $ 3.918
ENGR MATERIAL
MFG MATERIAL


























19595 10036 34093 21266
63051 31264 110134 65983
1354238 62q614 2232702 1932S6_%
$05279 546220 1173454 966093
29005372 0301831 7425036 1153331
1369_96 412883 427124 146407
124317_
330209 3261 13 257964 69926
53033324 18772082 24024295 10901110
921444 288326 41C733 200741
429186 14557C,4













LABCR AT $ 4.'_21
ENGR RURDEN AT $ 4.463
PRODUCT ICN
LABCR AT $ _.222
SHOP SUPPORT
LABOR AT _ 3,,036
PLANN ING
LABOR AT $ 3.417
TEST/QC
L A L_CR AT $ 3.531






















































































DES[ GNIENG INEERI NG
LASCR AT $ 4.q21
ENGR BURDEN AT $ 4.463
PRUDUCT ION
LABOR AT _ 3,222
SHOP SUPP[J RT
LABCR AT $ 3._]36
PLANN ING
LABCR AT $ :_.417
TEST/QC
LABGR AT $ 3.531




































































































































































































































5- SUB SYSTEM 0


































































50 17966 39369 31 76368
59
59 3389 96374 2362130
59
60 4203 124088 2075207
60
60 308 19C853 1497704
60
61 1668 335660 2259323
61
61 507 202'_28 1_91353
61
62 7661 382729 1688192
62
62 13853 313290 1290186
62
63 2758 185384 1238035
63
63 5570 -Iiq201 1209837
63
66 16322 154695 2330013
b4
66 27463 153568 356336
64
05 4330 145615 470213
65
65 735 5E246 85679
65













































5- SUB SYSTEM 0
TOTAL



























AIRFRAME STRUCTURES SUF;SY STE M
MAN- LABOR LABOR
MON THS HOURS RA TE
58 337.0 56836 4,549
58
58 1979 . 5 332138 q.402
58
59 2810.5 47gd43 4.270
5q
5q 5773.0 1015872 3.886
59
60 7275.5 1261100 4.041
60
bO 11785.0 197_889 3.75l
60
61 2C917,C 35o c.787 "3.624
61 19627.0 355_162 3.516
61
62 19086.5 325?208 3.4_I
62
62 14766.C 248C613 3.698
62
53 12838.0 2191265 3.922
63
63 14471.0 2430993 3.4oI
63
64 168C7.C 2868154 3.883
64
64 6394.5 1125747 4.0_,5
64
65 3264. C 565655 6,025
65
































































































MAN- LABOR LABOR LABCR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
107 83,673 8953 9464 18417
-[.5 -332 3.497 -II61 -I074 -2235




















































59 24._ 2862 252484h
59
59 18548944 I 8760267
S9
60 400 105_35275 118C9297
60
oO 15609 ('72e157 7193047
60
61 IC01899 8623315 1175399o
,51 4392657 I914996_ 25 P080c)2
h2 37_9452 151o4432 Lq270815
62
62 34661 76 10612 222 14661082
62
63 433305_ 4311210 9624433
83
6"3 43412C6 3585784 IC337074
03
64 441937C 344CC25 797250 °
64
04 1236831 25CC99 1501796
64

















































































4- SYS TEM I
5- SUBSY STEM Ol














































5- SUB SY STEM Ol









































60 23074777 3 14_54 13335
60
60 23387048 50C464 "41128
60
61 38866390 784744 2590967
61
bl 54666642 IC76719 4214571
61
62 45307579 7g8010 2924005
62
62 36747893 6?8689 2610066
62
63 29869534 544386 2496459
63
53 30030028 53_261 2489662
63
64 35752058 801243 2536545"
54
64 13215023 310503 1380891
64
55 h414374 }.84383 I197
(5






























































_ORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER

































































64 363 .G 6210L
O4


















































































































































5- SUB SYSTEM 02







































































TOTAL OTHER SUB TOTAL
MATERIAL MPC COST TOTAL G & A COST
61095 61095
189 LO 1729 370868 370868
33536 1431 4132 586392 586392
1177670 32320 24125 2233154 2233154
1693784 1 00488 1 5084 2546073 48528 2595501
1352170 _G3L5 1_184 2180525 41545 2222070
308_172 92807 16360 4831508 89784 4921292
2324619 67248 17179 ]219721 59831 3279552
1320582 421_8 17752 2070913 34760 2105673
1322100 42281 18233 2149286 36075 2185361
507861 Z[593 26709 1279471 21393 1300864
2g2686 9576 18726 II03840 18456 I122296
567896 77704 14239 1391195 29601 1420796
4C460 14719 8325 371322 7901 379229
_98 149 1420 88146 2352 90498
568 28480 760 29240
1-246




























































5- SUBSY SIEM 03
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
M_N- L A_(]R LABOR LABOR BURDEN LABOR ÷
'_ON TH S HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLL AkS BURDEN $
_-1 5R 130.5 21984 4.135 90903 93025 183928
2-2 59
_-3 58 512.5 86098 4.058 349399 331937 68 1336
_-1 59 679.0 II 5733 4.064 4?0290 399248 869538
_-2 59
Q-3 59 968.5 17C459 4.061 692192 613550 1305742
_-4 59
_-L 60 886.C 153783 4.379 673434 549087 L22 2521
_-2 60
9-3 60 1109.5 201213 4.233 851780 702363 1554143
_-4 60
_}-L 61 1732.5 295957 4.195 1241582 982830 2224412
J-2 ol
_-3 _1 1180.5 214102 4.253 910573 870467 178 L040
_-4 61
Q-I 62 1548.C 264318 3.936 1040331 988914 2029245
_-2 62
_-3 62 1154.5 193926 4.433 859737 794445 1654182
0-4 62
Q-I 63 1061.5 180912 4.834 874471 851616 1726087
0-2 63
Q-3 63 1030.0 172979 5.488 949311 635808 1585119
_-4 63
0-I (,4 445.0 760[1 5.936 451181 475185 926366
_-2 64
r,_-3 64 361.0 63449 5.q95 380368 495729 876097
_-4 64
_-I 65 88.0 15179 6.572 99?52 90694 190446
3-2 65































































































































63 75037 1 03652
63








































































































































































4- S YSTEM I


























































































MAN- LABOR LAB (JR LABCR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE F)CLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 30.0 5L_79 5, 168 26246 23108 49354
58
58 249.0 4[834 4o357 182271 I62631 344902
58
59 47U,5 8C363 4°032 324034 278S20 602654
59
Sq 829.5 145918 3.808 568836 531170 II00006
59
60 1004,5 174075 4°042 703659 #)54466 1558125
6O
60 [197.0 20[d99 4.141 832728 728358 156 1086
6O
61 1492o5 254745 4,369 1112956 805215 1978171
61
61 I144.5 207003 4,524 939108 921010 1860118
61
62 160_.0 2743,_8 6,670 1281293 1216095 2497388
(,2
_2 1411.5 236065 4°824 1143026 1175060 2318986
62
63 1147.5 196088 5,500 1078405 1045993 2124458
63
63 116(9.0 19638h 5.410 1062473 1111254 2173727
63
6"+ 072.0 165763 5.545 91 8804 1023157 194 1961
64
64 505.5 89023 5.833 519298 586155 1105453
64
65 I_6.0 28761 6,055 1/4141 187008 361149
55



























A PR IL [q/2
4-SYSTEM 1






















































































































































































































































































5- SUB SYSTE'_ 04






_ _ _ 0
"1-262 (gllOrI'Illl) I1_£I'IolI
sD72-s_{-ooo3








5- SUB SYSTEM 05


































58 45.0 7716 4.399
58
58 196.5 33021 4.184
58
5q 253.5 43 194 4. 177
5m
5q 204.0 35902 4. 142
59
60 477.0 82696 4.4t_6
6O
60 506.5 85199 4.468
60
6 [ 520.5 8@768 4. 572
61
6 [ 387. C 7 C2bO 4. 532
61
62 645.0 [ 1 CC62 4.382
b2
62 448.5 75"384 4. 624
62
63 328.5 56C03 4.920
63
63 298.5 49921 4.391
63
64 135.0 22904 5.555
64
64 [18.5 2C676 5.563
64
65 45.0 7756 6.502
65



















































































5- SUB SYSTEM 05
































































5- SUB SYSTEM 05
AIR INDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
TOTAL WIND





59 791 78 79606 21.34 177 tO4
5'::)
59 1126915 112(-_15 307gi 20182_
_9
60 821044 821233 48734 182582
6O
60 287575 300677 18784 165266
6O
61 98IOl1 1034688 32304 133435
61 8753G5 $78304 33788 99635
61
62 1730799 1894889 67937 64343
62
52 17308C0 1803463 60682 30245
62
63 1063630 1135669 52260 31133
63
63 283684 30§933 11701 29699
63
64 32099C 343386 46470 1
64
64 22310 [_I16 -I
64






















































































































































































1-269 (a_o_) _v'r_o_ SD72-SH-O003












































MAN- LABOR LABOR LABCR BURDEN LABOR +
MONTHS HOURS RATE DCLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $
58 40.5 _891 4.800 3 3076 31352 6 4428
58
58 199.0 33513 4.461 149485 131925 281410
_8
59 234.0 40016 4.508 180378 137559 317937
59
59 673.0 11846I 3.940 466791 428382 895093
59
60 1050.0 182252 3.897 710249 6_6243 1396492
60
60 1126.5 185204 3.971 75L354 672054 1423408
60
61 L649.5 281714 3.830 1079025 941779 2020804
61
6L 1267.5 22 gg08 3.844 883713 953187 1836900
61
62 1028.0 175540 4.351 763726 733366 1497092
62
62 967.5 162631 4.200 682995 739003 142 1998
b2
63 487.5 83393 5.624 469039 488292 957331
63
63 515,5 86500 4.975 430371 502154 932525
63
64 376.5 64366 5.158 331992 383792 715784
64
h4 333.0 58614 5.42| 317744 367219 084963
04
66 I00.5 17389 5.729 99624 110231 209855
65






























5- SUB SYSTEM 06
FL IGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
MAN-





























































































































































































































AI RC RAF I" STUDY
APRIL L97_
4-SYSTEM L
5- SUB SYSTEM 06






































NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
SPACE DIVISION
DATA PREPARED UNDER







5- SUB SYSTEM 07




























MAN- LABOR LABOR LABCR BURDEN LABOR ÷ ENGR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS BOLL AR,S bURDEN $ MATL
58 0,0 1621 4. 716 7644 7367 I 50 It 22
58
5 p, tgb. O 32707 t.689 120658 L23721 244379 Llb60
58
59 463.5 7£245 3.433 2-/2063 279704 551767 34014
59
5q 4C6,0 7L688 3,6q3 264736 267826 532562 14983
59
60 693.0 L20213 3.833 460762 407603 868345 109266
60
60 52Z,.5 843091 4.174 367688 309477 677165 25231.0
60
61 1503.C 256658 3.5L6 902405 944320 1846725 174874
61
6l 814.5 t41746 3.9L3 578184 641896 1220080 147286
61
#,2 727.5 123(::)26 4,564 565612 580941 1146553 120874
62
62 394.5 66107 4.145 274025 3091'98 583223 76200
62
63 154.5 26432 5.862 154944 140537 295481 2817
63
63 100.C 169Gt 6.216 105050 117266 222316 844
63
#,4 91.0 15324 6.798 104176 103046 207222 7132
64
64 45.0 7850 6, (96 53346 53578 106924 13576
64
65 12.0 1954 8.88L t 7354 1450 L 3 1855 1(15
65













5- SUB SYSTEM 07





































5-- SUB SYSTEM 07













































_I 50! 24 197410
62 [ 30;374 251248
62
























































































5- SUB SYSTEM 07
PERSONNEL ACCOMM AND ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM
TOTAL OTHER
SUBC MATERIAL MPC COST
4 l 263
































































b _ / 0 t ,'1(:
f,%




8 5 18_ _ 2
I.-279










5- SUB SYSTEM 07











_-_s_ (_ormz_) _n_ •
sD_s-smooo)








5- SUB SYSTEM 08
ALIGHTINC, AND AR RE ST I NG SUBSYSTE IV
MAt_- L A;_{IR LABOR LA_CR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS PATE DOLLARS DOLLARS
9-I 58 9_ a.674 444 432
Q-2 _B
_-3 58 40.5 6108 4.628 31044 26269
3-4 S8
0-I 59 82.5 14042 4.518 63440 48277
0-2 59
9-3 5£4 70.5 12504 4.346 54342 44877
9-4 59
Q-I 60 I18.5 2C473 4.443 90953 78219
9-2 60
@-3 60 127.5 21535 4.655 100245 80196
3-4 60
0-1 6] 178.5 3C78q 4.930 [51800 102837
7-2 61
0-3 61 108.0 1_7t4 4.853 95959 89a17
_-4 61
Q-I 62 I05.C 17842 5.247 93609 622o0
3-2 62
Q-3 62 114.0 1q045 4.929 93872 945_4
3-4 62
O-I 63 73.5 12540 6.056 75936 74853
$)-2 63
0-3 63 46.5 7687 5.140 39514 39713
_-4 63
_-[ 64 37.5 6300 5.921 37304 39629
,_-2 64
0-3 64 48.0 8359 5.895 49277 53670
3-4 b4
Q-I 65 16.5 2124 6.860 18688 18118
9-2 65











































5- SLIB SYSTEM 08
































































5- SUB SYSTEM 08


























































































































1-286 (_OITIIM) _%_FIO(I " SD72-SH-0003











MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTREL SUBSYSTEM
MAN- LABOR LABCR LABCR BURDEN
MONTHS HOURS RATE DGLLARS DOLLARS
9-I 58 15.0 2605 4.382 11415 11852
_-2 58
0-3 58 100.5 1_840 4.236 71331 66060
9-4 58
0-I 59 136.S 23503 4.033 9_777 81447
:)-2 s9
_-3 50 187.5 32844 3.892 127839 119561
;)-4 59
D-I 60 122.5 21219 4.542 96380 79010
9-2 60
Q-3 60 102.C 1714_ 4.453 76340 63550
_-4 60
_-1 61 I_7.5 31783 4.204 133602 I066_°8
,_-2 61
•,-3 61 102.5 18608 4.603 85648 90932
Q-4 61
_-i 62 97.5 [6619 5.051 83945 75616
_-2 02
Q-3 62 97.5 16302 5.203 84821 82473
J-4 62
0-1 6_ 61.5 1C453 5.727 59867 56822
_-2 63
0-3 63 53.5 SOb2 5.176 46904 51601
0-4 63
_-1 64 39.5 6841 8.165 55858 42484
_-2 64
_-3 64 3[.5 5552 1.598 8872 36642
_-4 (,4
0-I 65 4.5 707 7.755 5483 4851
_-2 65















































5- SUB SYSTEM 09
MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONIRCL SUBSYSTEM


































4- SYS TEM I
_- SUE SYSTEM (],9





































GO 7] I05-3 71 IZSI
60
60 3065 48 .]L C086
60














































































































5- SUB SYSTEM 09

















































i-291 (S_OITIIM) _ _rFIO_ SD72-SH-O003


























































5- SUB SYSTEM 10
























SUB T (],T AL
MPC TOTAL G & A COST
59 8267 32 C080 320080
qq
59 85 lq 3201;32 320332
59
60 50065 893923 2[686 915609
¢,0
bO /-,14177 788759 19712 80847[
60
41 17772 638105 [1.857 649962
61
61 76C3 273C3_ _074 278108

















































MA N- L AL_OR LABOR LABCR BUR DEN
M()NTH S HOURS RATE DGLLARS DOLLARS
5,_ L5.0 253,3 4.573 I L597 11539
58
5_ 58.5 99"36 4.289 42616 38702
58
59 56.0 I 1299 4.2 37 47870 38638
5+
59 106.5 18638 4.266 79515 68101
5g
60 96. C I _520 5.3 06 87(,55 71524
60
60 73.5 12321 5.246 64632 51196
gO
61 229.5 3 c,C_O 4.545 177022 130279
61
61 289.5 52609 4.756 250193 227760
61
62 615_5 105C67 4.300 451789 445578
62
62 793.5 1332_T 4.291 571893 _22736
62
63 810.0 |38C16 4.541 626715 674455
63
63 649.5 I0_071 4.284 467256 638Y42
63
64 651®0 111288 3.789 421621 475575
64
04 I98,0 350_0 5.923 207494 242620
64
65 26_.0 46155 4.2_3 195360 24[992
65


















































MAN- L A!_OR 1ABCR LABCR BURDEN LABOR * ENGR
MONTHS HOURS RATE DOLLARS DOLLARS BURDEN $ MATL
6,0 1CH3 3.32 B 3604 1448 1. t 80@5 L?4ZT
43 4,837 208 [99 40-( 2758












5- SUB SYSTFM II
TEST IN S TR UME NTA 11LIN SUBSYSTEM
I)THER SUB T OT AL
M@'C C(_ST TLITAI. G 8 A COST
C,;-I 58 23136 23136
_-2 58
0-3 58 61318 81318
_-4 58
_-1 50 86508 86508
0-2 50
W-3 59 147610 147616
_-4 5_
C)-I 60 159179 3033 162212
9-2 &O
'_-3 60 10 115916 2708 118124
,%-4 60
_)-I ¢-,1 184 310200 5766 316034
"J-2 6L
%-3 61 1692 538 500194 9295 509489
U-4 61
0-I 62 0532 616 q86910 10565 1003481
')-2 62
a-3 ¢_2 18975 132 1454581 24415 1478996
_-4 62
J-I 63 61P. 2 426q 1B cJ6695 23353 L420048
0-2 6_
_-3 63 5032 101511 1203687 21130 1284817
_-4 63
_-1 6 L, 8184 -51.092 921001 19599 940660
_-2 64
_-3 64 25469 2fa72 54H462 11611 560133
'_-4 6',
J-I 65 21010 25 528050 14105 542761
Q-2 65
D-3 65 5134 I0 210013 5603 215616
_-4 65
T-297















FlTHE R S UB
MPC COST TOTAL G & A
4029 [ 41542 /251
1_',9 3334 I00
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5(} 1.5 135 4.215 569 461 103,0
59 13.5 2437 4.2 59 1 0379 8932 19311
5O
60 LC. 5 L751 5.047 8838 3812 12710
60
O0 [65.0 2 7154 3. I I I 86038 [ 8 6039
O0
bl 292.5 49321 3.032 151080 170C_6 168176
61 1321.5 239425 3.122 747468 687339 143 480./
5I
62 4377.0 7472LL 3.094 2312073 2549 120 4861195
62
h2 6253.5 IC5C539 3.204 3365511 3830771 72462_2
62
63 4380.0 747519 3.317 24797,%2 2944580 5424342
63
63 5"/12.0 95(;815 3.197 3068177 4037059 7105236
63
64 3310.5 505054 3.722 2103323 3095128 5199451
64
64 501T.5 882g56 3.B06 3360311 4325359 76815070
64
65 2365.5 41C233 3.655 1499284 1959630 3438914
6_
65 q28.5 15589b 5.819 907084 739093 164677"/
65
Z-300
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5- SUe SYSTEM 12














































































































































MATL MATERIAL MPC TOTAL
522]' 5227 I084 7075
-30023 -3CC23 -1d46 -31869
































































































































_I_ Space DivisionNorth American Rockwell
IV-71 Unit Cost Analysis
The Unit Cost of the B-70 Air Vehicle was developed from the actual production
labor and material costs experienced on Vehicles 1, 2, and 3. It contains
all production costs accumulated under the following WBS items:
Subsystem Cost (ioi through I.ii)
Subsystem lnstallation, Checkout, and Preflight (i.12)
Major Airframe Mating (3.0)
The Elements of Cost used to accumulate the total Production cost for each
WBS item were:
Production, Labor and Burden
Shop Support, Labor and Burden
Planning, Labor and Burden







The initial Engineering, Tooling, Special Test Equipment, GSE, Spares, and
Flight Operations cost such as training are not included.
As a result of the major differences in configuration between Air Vehicles
2 and 3, much of the new design effort associated with Air Vehicle 3 was
still in process at the time of contract termination. Therefore, there was
no appreciable Sustaining Engineering or Tooling effort.
Subsystem costs were allocated to Air Vehicles i, 2, and 3 by use of in-house
production labor hours for the Structures Subsystem, and Subcontractor cost
data for the balance of the subsystems. An average unit cost method was used
for those subsystems in which the subcontractor provided no unit cost data.
In-house Assembly, Installation, and Major Airframe Mating costs were allocated
to Vehicles I, 2, and 3 by use of the in-house production, assembly, and
installation labor hours charged to each vehicle.
The production costs associated with those subsystems which were not used in
the three B-70 Air Vehicles, such as the Boeing Wing, and the Hamilton




#I_ Space DivisiOnNorth Amencan Rockwell
Exhibit 2, page 1-308, shows a summary of the actual unit cost of the
three Air Vehicles, the number of equivalent units completed at contract
termination, and the average unit cost of the three vehicles combined.
The number of equivalent subsystem units completed at the time of program
termination was developed from the program closeout records.
An analysis of the Stm_ary Data shows that the large improvement in the
Structures cost for Air Vehicle 3 over Air Vehicle 2 was due primarily to
the great strides made in honeycomb panel fabrication. For example, the
production hours required to fabricate 5200 gross square feet of honeycomb
panels for Air Vehicle 3, required less than 50 percent of the hours required




259 hours per square foot
176.5 hours per square foot
8h hours per square foot
A quality control study also shows that Air Vehicle 3 had 12 percent of the
rejection rate that Air Vehicle 2 had for the same section. An average unit
cost was used for the ECS, Air Induction Control, and Test Instrumentation
Subsystems, which were purchased for Air Vehicles I and 2 on the same contract,
and the Personnel Accomodation and Escape, Alighting and Arresting, and
Flight Indication Subsystems which were purchased for the three vehicles on
the same contract. An analysis of the subcontract's cost shows that much
of the material procurement and fabrication effort for the multiple unit
orders were performed concurrently. Therefore, an average unit cost was
computed for these subsystems by dividing the total production labor and
material cost by the number of equivalent units completed. An analysis of
the Flight Control Subsystem indicated that Air Vehicle i was charged with
92 percent of the total material cost for the three vehicles. Therefore,
the subsystem unit cost for each of the three vehicles was adjusted to contain
an equal amount of the total material cost based upon percent completion.
The Mission and Traffic Control Subsystem hardware was primarily Government
Furnished Equipment and is therefore not included in the Vehicle Unit Cost.
The cost of Purchased Parts that could not be identified to a specific
subsystem was included in WBS item 1.12, Subsystem Installation, Checkout, and
Pro-Flight. The costs accumulated in this WBS item was allocated to Vehicles
i, 2, and 3 based upon the in-house production, assembly, and installation
labor hours charged to each vehicle.
As a result of the major program changes, terminations and re-start cycles,
which greatly affected the basic air vehicle configuration, quantities,
test requirements, and program performance, the Average Vehicle Unit Cost
1-306
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should be considered the more reliable data. It should also be noted that
the total production quantity of 2.47 Air Vehicles identifies these units
as major test vehicles rather than first production units.
The Budgetary and Planning Proposal generated in February 1959 for the
production of 62 _-70 Air Vehicles was analyzed in conjunction with the
B-70 Cost Study to provide program growth visibility.
The first 12 of the 62 Air Vehlcles were to be refurbished at a cost of $4.8M
after being used as fright test units.
Exhibit 3, page 1-309_ shows the cum average unit cost of the 62 vehicles
as proposed_ The vehicle costs shown do not include the Bomb/Nay or
Defensive S_systemso Initial Engineering, Tooling, and Special Test
Equipment, a,_ well as C_E are not included.
The results of the study shows an RS-70 First Unit Cost for the 62 vehicle
proposal of $157M, as compared with the B-T0 Actual First Unit Cost of
$163M and an Average Unit Cost for the three Air Vehicles of $123.8_.
In comparing the First Unit Costs of the RS_70 with the XB-70, it should
be noted that the XB-70 includes the program inefficiencies, cost penalties
resulting from program stop orders and redirections; while the cost of the
RS-70, which was generated from the 62 vehicle proposal, does not include
these costs_
A technical analysis of the _®70 and XB-70 was performed to develop the
state-of-the-art comparison between the two vehicles, and the relative
effort required to complete the XB-70 in relation to the RS-70. The
results of this study shows that the RS-70, without the Bom/Nav, and
Defensive Subsystems, would have required 1.78 times the effort required for
the XB-70 program. The details of this study as well as an explanation of
the application of the subsystem factors is contained in Volume I
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Section IV-8: State-Of-The-Art and Percent Developed Summary
The state-of-the-art ratings and percent developed statuses for the air
vehicle and each subsystem are presented by Exhibit 4, page I-Bll.
Each of the subsystem values depicted by the summary table were brought
forward from the Development Data Summary of that subsystem. The air
vehicle values shown were derived by applying weight factors to each sub-
system value to reflect the contributing scope of effort.
The state-of-the-art ratings assigned to each subsystem were established
by comparing the B-70 configuration requirements to existing capabilities
in January, 1958. All of the subsystem percentages were determined by
comparing the XB-70 program level of effort achieved to that scheduled for
the RS-70 program. For the "out-the-door" development stage, the status
levels reflect air vehicle No. 1 installations, except for the Air Induction
Subsystem (AIS) which compares the NR subsystem installed in air vehicle
No. 2. As discussed in the AIS Development Data Summary, the AIS installed
in air vehicle No. 2 was more representative of the XB-70 effort expended.
There are no percentage values presented for Mission and Traffic Control
since the XB-70 subsystem was essentially all GFP with the effort expended
too insignificant to assess.
The "Program Confidence Level" percentages indicate the status level achieved
for the configuration and the testing conducted on the configuration during
the XB-70 program. The "Effort To Go" percentages indicate the effort
remaining of the total required to attain a production level status at that
specific development stage and includes both Engineering and Manufacturing
requirements. The use of the "effort to go" percentages for cost





All effort expended prior to 1960 was for the RS-70 program.
Essentially all expenditures associated with the YB-70 program (NA-274)
were not in support of the XB-7ODevelopment Program.
Essentially all expenditures associated with the design changes and
modifications to XB-70 air vehicle No. 3 were not in support of the
XB-70 Development Program.
(4) The effort expended by several subcontractors was not i00 percent
applicable to the XB-70 Development Program.
(5) Air vehicle sharing should be considered in determining FTOSE and
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IV-9 Weight Summary
The B-70 Weight Summary table presented in this section essentially recaps
the weight data included in the subsystem technical characteristics charts.
The values displayed were calculated by the Engineering Weights group in
direct support of the study and were derived from NR Weight Reports
generated during the B-70 program. The weight summary table presents the
detail weights of the B-70 at three specific development stages: (1) The
RS-70 in October 1959; (2) the XB-70 No. 1 in July 1964; and (3) the XB-70
No. 2 in June 1966. The weights shown for air vehicles No. 1 and No. 2 are
based on weight reports generated subsequent to actual pre-flight weighings
while the RS-70 values are based on an estimated weight report.
The values shown in the weight summary table were calculated essentially
down to the major assembly level (level 6) of the WBS. However, it was
necessary to deviate from the WBS in some areas due to the B-70 weight
report formats having a different weight breakdown structure. An example
of the weight breakdown structure used during the B-70 program is also
presented in this section. The example presents the weights for air vehicle
No. 2 in June 1966 and covers weight empty summary, flight test instrumenta-









Design Gross Weight (Dry)




i.i Airframe Structure Total
I.i.i Horiz. Stab. & Flaps
1.1.2 Wing
1.1.3 Vertical Stabilizer
1.1.4 Forward Fuselage (to FS 856)
i.i.5 Interm. Fuselage
(FS 856-2029)
1.1.6 Aft Fuselage (FS 2029 Aft)
- Misc. Items, Doors, Paint
& Fairing
- Engine Mounts & Fire Shroud
1.2 Environmental Control Total
1.2.1 Cabin Air Recirculation(Wet
Fluid (Glycol)
Gas (Freon)
1.2.2 Water Supply System (Wet)
Water-(Normal Cooling)
Water (Emerg. Cooling)
1.2.3 Ammonia Supply System (Wet)
Ammonia (Normal)
Ammonia (Emergency)
































































































































Fuel Pressure & Inerting (Dry',










Fire Extinguishing - Wet
Fire Extinguishing-Portable









Ipll Useful LoadIncluding Windmilling Brake
(3) Flight Test Equipment (903 AV #i -
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WBS Item




1.5.3 Air Induction Control
Subsystem
1.5.4 Controls & Displays
1.5.5 Boundary Layer Control
- Cooling & Control Package
- Cooling Nitrogen U.L.
- Fod Screens















1.8 Alighting & Arresting Total
1.8.1 Main Landing Gear
1.8.2 Nose Gear
1.8o3 Drag Chute Subsystem
1.8.4 Controls & Displays
1.9 Mission & Traffic Control Total
1.9.1 Communication Equip°
1.9.2 Navigational Aids Equip.
1.9.3.2 IFF
1.9.4 Portable Tape Recorder
- Integrated Power Supply

























































































(5) Weight not included in Subsystem Wto - Unuseable Load
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WBS Item
i.i0 Flight Indication Subsyst. Total
1.10.1 Auxiliary Gyro Platform
1.10.2 Flight Instruments
1.10.3 Control Air Data Subsyst.
- Offense Electronics
- Defense Electronics
- Weapon Platform & Releases




Struct. Mod. for SST Instrum.
Special Flt. Test Equip.
Cooling Nitrogen U.L.
Misc. Items


























































(6) Weight of Structural Mod of SST not included in subsystem total.
NOTES: RS-70 Design Gross Weight (wet) reflects total vehicle weight
including military subsystems and miscellaneous items.
AV #1 and #2 Gross Weights (wet) reflect flight test conditions.
Subsystem weights (including fuel) total more than the Gross
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NORTH AMEHICAN AVIATION, INC.
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NOIITH AME_CAN AVIATION, INC.
WIIORT _
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TOTAL - ENGINE SECTION
TOTAL - STRUCTURAL GROUPS
PROPULSION GROUP
Engine 7nstallation
Aeeessoz"y' Gear Boxes & DrtTes
Air Induetlon System
Inlet Guide & Fairing





Engine Drain, Vent & Cooling
F_I System
Tank Sealant












TOTAL - PROPULSION GRO%TP
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
WZIO_ EMPTY














































































































































.., _8 _ 1965
!
NORTIJ _ &WLa'rzoN, INC.
i i
_TJUI_ E _











HoRrLONTAL C.G. VERTICAL. C. G.



































Llghta & Signal Device8
Support8














































. TOTAL - EIACTRO_ICB OROOP 11.3_ 790753

































pace NO. _9 or "_
uo.,L.o. XB-70A
HoRrZONTAL C. G. V[M_CAL C. O.
Air Conditionin_ & Anti-Icin_
Recirculation Flood Flow
Heat Exchangers
"Pumps, "Blowers & Ejectors
Tank & Supports





































































































Auxlliar 7 Gear qroup
Handling Gear




TOTAL - AUXILIARTGEAROROUP 443 _7963
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NORTH AMERI_ulr AVIATIo_Hr, INC.
j.
,,..L 50 o, 72
ITEM
RECAPITULATION:
TOTAL - STRUCTURAL GROUPS
TOTAL - "PROTON GROUP
TOTAL - EQUIPMENT GROUPS
(Wt. Empty)FLIGRT TEST IRSTR.
UE_COUI_TABLE







































NORTH .U_RZGAN AVlJVI'IGN, INC.
FLIGHT TEST _ATION







Capsule Recovery Beacon Instl.
.Capsule _r_ncy Chute ReleaJe
Crew Suit Cooling Instl.
Electrical Control Package
Package Support & Wire Ladder
Recording Equipment
Miscellaneous Parameters
Ldg. Gear Bogie Wear Plates
SST Instrumentation
Structural Modification
TOTAL FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMERTATION .
FLIGHT TEST EMPTY WEIGHT
Plus:



















































- 39oo 1589 -619Tioo 198 - 772200
TOTAL IRSTRUMERTATXON - ALT LOAD i_838 _e.181516 1618o61
*NOTE:
3900 Pounds of instrumentation i
8peclfication Weight Empty. AI:
excess of 3900 Pounds is treate,
FIIl at
A detailed weight breakdown of Test In
Page 37 of this report.
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eight is i eluded ,n the Mode
instrumen ation _ ight in
as Alternte Load





NOW¢'I! _CAN AVIATION, INC.
BALLAST I_TALSATION
•,..... _2 o, 72
_-65-_52
4UlPCMIT NQ.


























Bay wo. 1 (51)
TOTAL - ALTERRATE BALLAST
TOTAL - BALLAST












































































NOS_m/I _CAN AVIATION, INC.
o
,,,, -o. 53 °, 72
:..:.,., .., M,_ .,,._, .o. #a-65-_62
=., 28 May 1965 o_r,_ LOAn .:._ .o XB-70A


















_ueX (h4h39 gaZ at 6.55 xblgaz)
Tank so. x _ 6862 ¢
Tank No. 2 Fu= 3919
Tank No. 3 Fus 5349-
¢Tank No. 4 Fus h_77
Tang No. 5 Fu_ 4858
Tank No. 6 Wing 11050
Tank No. 7 Wing 31.50
Tank No. 8 Wing h47_
Engine Oil































































































































...., 28 Nay 1965
NORTH _EMZFJCAN AVIATION, INC.
:Tarw_ _ w7_
m_ roma_ ca
- - i | m,
ITEM
HORIZONTAL C.O. VI[RTICAL C. G.
WI[IIIHT





311153 _8555 7718 6275_739
5A2oe9 :16o7.4 _871_6127k 193.1 .oh66_816
_rizont_ cG - .16o7._ - 13_. 23.
9a2
Vertical CG z 200-193.1 = 6.9 7nche below F_
MOMERT CEAIKIE-GEAR DOWN TO UP
TAKXOFI m GROSS WEIGhT-GEAR UP
,, ,, , ,









KtE_l%_l_9_ • 200 - 195.8 = _ lel below ] _P
MDsT FORWARDCG
Takeoff Gross Welght-ee= Down






























Yertlcal CG = 200 - 195.9 = 4. Inc_ea below _i:_
lu_ber 18, shown on the Gross ei,,i_tv CO D_!_





















t at the e_ ! of Se
Page 59 , _lu_ th



















i Ul i i
MOST AFT CG
NORTHx, EI_F.RICAN AVIATION, INC.
M08T MT Ca
PREDICTED EMPTY WE_GRT-FIRST FLIGHT
Takeoff Gross Weight-Gear Down
Less:
All expendable Useful Load
Xtems listed on Page 53
MOST AFT CG - GEAR DOlT
,, • , , t, ,
Rorizont_ CG : 1626.1 -_ i_86
9_z
Vertical CG = 200 - 183.8 - 16.2
_'_ICT%_D _+_'_[_:_IG_=T • FLI_ST
FLIGHT
Weight Fapty - Gear Down
Plus:
Flight Test Instrumentation
Flight Test Package (IncludeJ
In.ulation & Support, Arm)
Less:
Insulation - Flight Test Pkg
Insulation - AICS I_












,.,., ... 55 :, 72
.,,.o,..o. NA-65-1.62
-o=,+.o. XB-70A
HORIZONTAL C.G.
1626.1
VERTICAl C, G,
ARM MOMENT ARM
_,FRP
871261271*
183.8
-472531645
398729629
385703556
- 1.62503
. 572o00
405270319
MOMENT
_0466_8i6
-59601933
45062883
_i910077
1617503
8_8308
I+£+279235
T-qP7 _D72-SH-O003
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